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INTRODUCTION

Prior to the beginning of summer school, 1968, there was a felt need

among school administrators and teachers to provide for a continuation of

Title I acOsities through the summer session. On March 18, 1968, a revised

project application for financial funding was filed. This application

requested,an additional $414.792.00 for supporting a Title I summer school

program. The project application requested funds for projects in both

instructional and service areas. Instructional projects were business

education, reading, post-kindergarten, head start, nature study (outdoor

education), summer scholarships, programs for delinquent and neglected

children, hove repair and improvement, forward bound and an experimental

summer school project. Service area projects were attendance aides

(pre-service orentation), a reading procedures manual workshop, in-service

training in curriculum workshops, and a wrkshop in sensitivity training

for teachers of culturally deprived pupils.

No forMal evaluation was planned for any service area project. In

addition three instructiOnal project areas Were not forMally evaluated.

These were head start, summer school scholarships, and summer reading. The

summer corrective reading received some evaluation through the experimental

summer school reading'Control groups. Summer reading is conducted in the

same manner as the academic year reading program which is critically eval-

uated-each year.

General project objectives were the same as for the acadevdc year

project. They related to five broad areas with two or more objectives for

each. 'These objeCtives were as follOcgs:
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The short length of summer school precludes most evaluation that is

mainly objective in nature where an attempt is made to measure improvement

(e.g. reading grade level) by means of pre and post standarized test instru-

ments. The question becomes uf %..UM.=1.14 in the experimental summer school

project where the results of summer corrective reading were inconclusive.

Can one safely say the program was not effective? Perhaps the measuring

instruments are not critical enough to discern progress over a very short

period of time. Most aLaas of the experimental suuner school were deemed

by parents, faculty, and pupils to have been beneficial and to have met

objectives.

The summer program for delinquent and neglected children provided

instruction in art, business, homemaking, shop, physical education,Aan-

guage arts, reading an& provided for the services of a counselor. While

most objectives of the delinquent and neglected programs were met, the

program was terminated at the end of summer school because of the high

turnover rate of institutional enrollments.

Emphasis in the post-kindergarten project was placed on language

development. Other activities were aimed at providing learning experi-

ences which would enhance the pupils' readiness for first grade reading.

This project was considered worthwhile.

In the forward bound program, pupils were given an opportunity to

participate in a two week summer camp where activities available were

horse riding, swimming, canoeing, fishing, riflery, hiking, archery, and

softball. Most short range goals of the program were met by a majority of

the participants.
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A project to provide outdoor education ox nature study combined with

science received much enthusiasm, particularly from teachers of the course.

Learning seeued to be an exciting thing, looked forward to eagerly each day.

A home repair arld inprovement program was continued after the first

sumner of successful experience in 1967. The field experience provided

for in this program gave boys an opportunity to learn hove repair skills

such as painting, carpentry, fence repair, masonry, and yard care. The

program met with a high degree of success. A.sumner class in business

education was instituted. While the enrollment in the class was disap-

pointing, the content of the class was beneficial to participants. The

pupils were provided with learnings which were practical in nature.

In sunnary, most aspects of the summer school project were beriefi-
;

Cial and,worthwhile to the pupils who were enrolled.
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EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL

Each year children residing in low-socio-economic areas are below

desirable grade levels in reading skill, language development, and

comprehension, In view of this problem, the Wichita Public Schools

began an experimental summer school program that would aim at helping

students experience higher achievement gains in reading skills dnd

improve daily school attendance. Supportive activities (physical

education, science, arts and crafts, field trips, and breakfast) were

provided with the reading classes to provide incentives that would

encourage better sammer school participation.

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide an incentive for,children to attend summer school

2. To improve summer school attendance

3. TO increase the student's expectation of school success

4. .To promote better social relationships

5. To obtain higher achievement gains in reading skills

6. To improve the nutritional health of the student

PROCEDURES

Two elementary schools were selected as experimental summer schools.

One school was predominately surrounded by low income, Caucasian fami-

Het while the other was predominately surrounded by low income, Negroid

families. Both programs were, therefore, designed io focus on the

needs'of the educationally deprived students in low income areas.
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Students were selected for the reading classes on the basis of

retardation in reading as indicated by standardized test scores,

Other selection criteria included: (1) positive attitude expressed

toward the summer reading program, PIN rwtooacia4ne, mf esanap:rv to%41 -

profit fnum summer supplemental reading instruction, and (3) recom-

mendation for the student to enter the summer reading program by

teacher, counselor, or principal.

Teachers were,selected,for reading.classes because they hid dem-

onstrated success in teaching and had expressed interest in.teaching

reading. Many of the teachers had taught corrective-reading duriag the

previous school year.

The teachers varied their approach. Sometimes they worked with

groups as a whole, and at other times, they worked with varying sizes

of groups and individual stuLents. Also, a wide variety, of classroam

reading aCtivities and instructional materials were used. Some of the

activities were: silent and oral reading.from biographies, travel, etc.,

reading the newspaper, drawing pictures that represent the characters

and/or theme of the book, doing tall tale character-skits with the

librarian, reading instruction (individualized) with the typewriter,

reading instruction (individualized) with puzzles, and reading instruc-

tion (group) with the overhead projector and dictionary.

Post-Kindergarten

The Experimental Summer School conducted a Post-Kindergarten pro-

gram to provide additional experiences for those,pupils who needed

lurther pre-reading experiences before they entered the first grade.



While the needs of the students varied, the most crucial academic

nee4s seemed to be in the area of reading. Although reading was the

major focus of the summer program, other activities were provided with

ehe reading classes to act as incentives for summer school attendance

as well as to provide educational experience in these areas. These

activities were: physical education, science, arts and crafts, field

trips and breakfast.

The Experimental Summer School had a daily enrollment of approxi-

mately 355 students. The sumper school staff included 2 principals,

29 teachers, 2 librarians, 2 secretaries, and 16 aides (10 teacher

aides and 6 Neighborhood Youth Corps aides). The school opened at

7:30 a.m. and served a free breakfast which the students attended on

a voluntary basis. Then the Academic school day lyvan at 8:00 a.m.

and ended at 12:00; thus, fhe students attended summer school four

hours each day. The students were placed in the Post-Kindergarten

program or in grades 1 - 6. The Post-Kindergarten program was a self-T

contained class unit. All of the students in grades 1 - 6 attended

a daily program with the schedule being divided into the following

activities: reading, arts and crafts, science, physical education,

field trips, and breakfast (optional).

Aeading Classes

All students (grades 1 - 6) were scheduled in a reading class for

two hours each day. The classes contained an average of eight students.

A reading teacher and part-tine teacher aide were present to assist

the students.
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Although this program provided varying instruction, great emphasis was

placed on language development. It was hoped that this program mould

enable the children to becone re4Ay for reading activities in early

first grade.

The Post-Kindergarten program of ehe experimental summer school

had a total enrollment of 67 students. They were placed into a total

of five classes with twelve to fifteen students per class. The staff

included five teachers and five part-time teacher aides.

The Post-Kindergarten program was a self-contained class unit.

The school day began at 8:00 a.m. with a free breakfast that was

perved in the classroom. The remaining part of the school day Was

spent in a variety of learning experiences that were conducted inter-

mittently with field trips, playground activities, rest periods, mid-

morning snack (juice at 10:00 a.m.), etc. More specifically the

learning aCtivities included: listening to stories, picture inter-

pretation, color interpretation, practice with meaningful language

patterns, conversational speaking practice with video tape machine,

field trips, bus tours, art and music activities, physical fitness

activities, and nutritional activities.

Science and Outdoor Education

Science and Outdoor Education was included in fhe Experimental

Summer School curriculum to give the students the opportunity to study

science beyond the four walls of the classroom. This program encouraged

student involvement, and it was hoped that the increased student involve-

ment would enable the student to see reality as it exists at the moment
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of study. The Science and Outdoor Education program was a part of the

incentive curriculum of the Experimental Summer' School. Although this

incentive program was expected to encourage regular attendance, it was

anticipated that the stwdeats would increase their knowledge of science,

especially natural science.

All students in grades 1 - 6 were scheduled into Science and Outdoor

Edukcation. At one school the students attended science classes 5 hours

each week while students at the other attended.3 1/3 hours each week.

The average enrollment was fourteen students per class. The staff in-

cluded 3 teachers (2 full-time and 1 part-time) and 3 part-tine teacher

aides.

Program concentration was based on experiences available on the

school grounds or in rie immediate area. Longer field trips mere

sometimes taken to further develop some area of the curriculum. The

program activities included: leaf study (observe and classify); rock

Collection; small animal collection (liye specimens for students to

observe in the classroom); microscopic study; plant and animal study

(identification, classification, and mounting); plant study; integra-

tion of science with other areas (library books used to make creative

drawings and figures); ancl field trips.

haulm( Crafts Clam

All students in grades 1 - 6 were scheduled into the arts and

crafts classes each day. The students at one school attended arts and

crafts classes 3 113 hours each week while the students at the other

attended 2 1/2 hours each week. The classes usually contained fourteen
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students. The staff included 3 teachers (2 full-tine and 1 part-time)

and 3 part-time teacher aides. All of the teachers had previously

taught erts and crafts classes.

The arts and crafts classes were a part of the incentive program

of the Experimental Summef School. It was anticipated that the arts and

crafts classes would stimulate pupil interest and enthusiasm and thug

help the student maintain good summer school attendance. In addition,

it was hoped that the students would learn fundamental arts and crafts

, skills.

Since students were placed in the arts and crafts classes according

to grade level, the class activities were organized so they would be

appropriate to class, age and ability level. Although group instruction

was used, most of the instruction was individualized, and special guid-

ance was offered by the teacher and teacher aide throughout the claps

period. Students were encouraged to display their projects around the

classroom. Some of the projects included: drawings, paiAtings, mobil0s,

paper mache figures, clay figures, pencil containers, fans, burlap de-

signs, fhread designs, and metal work.

ghmalag. Education

The physical education classes were included in the incentive

activities program of the Experimental Summer School. It was antici-

pated that the students would enjoy the program and would, therefore,

maintain good summer school attendance. In addition, it was hoped that

the students would improve their physical ekills.
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AU stuclents in,grades 1 6 .were ,sChedu/ed. Imo the; pIlys.igal edu-

cation classes. The, students et .one.school attended: phYsical education

classep 3 1/3 hours each week while the students at the other attended

2 1/2 hours each week. .An average of 21.students mere.enrolled in each

pllysical education class. The staff included 2 trachers mho had taught

physical education ,classes during the pTevious school year.
a

The enjoyment and .participation of physical education activities

. .

,were primarY ioals While proficiency in physiCal skills was a ieCondary

goal, Thug, Ole teachers selected acttyities that were cppropriat'e for

each class, and particular attention vas give 4 to the selection of:

n enjoyable" activities, Some of the activities included: volleyball,

softball',.-dodgeball,'Aoccer, relay racilgv tumbling,,hligh jumping, .

and calisthenics.

plibiarV .

_

The library program assumed an.integral role in providing materials,

especia4i for the,reading classes. "TWo librarians-and one,part/fide

library, aide provided the library .services,that were available. from'1:00

to 12:00 eachumning, Summer school students, non-summer school stu-

dents,-and parents were encouraged to visit the library. One:librarian

scheduled parent discussions. At the parent discussions, the.liprarian

uentioned sone of the books and uethods that might encourage the c171.1-

dret ,o read more frequently.

Reading classes were regularly scheduled into the library. Stu-

dents mere assisted in the selection of reading materials that mere in
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keeping with their reading levels and interests. Story sessions were -

initiated in the Experimental Summer School ltbrary program to make the

library visits more interesting. One librarian used tall tale charac-

ters (folk tales that were used in group discussions and identification

skits) for this session. Also, stories mere told and discilssed with

the students, and then the students would act out the skits that the

librarian had prepared. Other activities included: library organi-

zation (card file), dramatizations4 book and author discussions, and

games.

Breakfast

Frequent tardies and absences during previous summer schools re-

sulted in the providing of a breakfast and mid-morning snack. In

addition to meeting the summer school attendance need, it was hoped

that the breakfast would npet a nutritional need, at least for some

of the children.

Food provided for the breakfast and mid-morning snack was pre-

pared at a local high school where kitchen facilities were available

and transported to the Experimental Summer School where it was served

by teacher aides. The menu usually consisted of cereal, roll, fruit

(juice or fresh fruit), anh milk. Juice was also served as a.mid-

mornin; snack, and sometines the students mere served a roll in

addition to the juice.

All students in grades 1 - 6 were invited to attend the free

breakfast at school each norning from 7:30 to 8:00. The post-

kindergarten students were served breakfast in their classroom each
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morning at 8:00. Although all students were encouraged to eat break-

fast at school, breakfast attendance was voluntary. The mid-morning

snack was also served on a voluntary basis at 10:00.

OutdoOr gxmasitnces

The outdoor experiences were of two types, field trips and over-

night camping. Although the teachers often combined the field trip

experiences with the regular class learning acttvities, the-primary

purpose of the field trips was to promote good school attendance.

-The field trips were taken-during school hours-, and they included

such nature study activities as: animal collections, rock collections,

plant.identification, and scientific discoveries (observation of

nature). Other field trips involved visiting specific places such-as:

hotel, aircraft plant, sheep farm, park fire department-, nursery,

museum,,gnd Cowtawn. MA Experimental Summer School conducted one

extended outdoor experience (field trip) during which the school day

, was-extended three hours. The activities for this experience were

fishing.and nature study.

The overnight camping experience was held at a local camp. 'The

damping experience was an incentive activity which, it wag anticipated,

would encourage good school attendance. In addition, it was:hoped

that the camping would enrich the student's knowledge of nature study,

scientific discovery', and social living (assuming'responsibility,

getting along with others, etc.). The students arrived at,the,camp

about 6:00 p.m., and they returned,about noon the lollowing day. One

school invited all students in,grades 1 - 6 to attemi the camping
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experience while the other school invited all students.in grades 3 - 6

to attend. The activities were planned and supertised by the teachers

and priwipals. The activtties included: nature study, scientific

observation, fishing, swimming, hiking, and competitive game activities.

EVALUATION STRATEGY

Both test and non-test sources of data were used in the evaluation

of the Experimental Summer School. Appropriate pretest and posttest

forms of the Oral Reading Inventory and Stanford Reading Test were given

to pupils in grades 1 - 6 to assess their reading achievement and prog-

ress. Non-test sources of data for the evaluat.on included: ESS Stu-

dent Questionnaire, Non-ESS Student Questionnaire, ESS Parent Question-

naire, ES$ Faculty Questionnaire, Arts and Crafts Project Checklist,

Physical Education Progress Record, Library Record, classroom observe-

tian of randomly selected pupils, attendance records, home visitation

with randomly selected parents, and interviews with principals, teachers,

pupils, and parents. Copies of the questionnaires are included in the

appendix,

The following schedule presents the source, date and persons

completing the data:

Source Date

Stanford Reading Test (pre) June 10-June 14

Oral Reading Inventory (pre) June 10-June 14

Arts and Crafts Checklist June 10-July 19

Phys. Ed. Progress Record June 10-July 19

Person Completing

Pupils (grades 1-6)

Pupils (grades 1-6)

Arts & Crafts Teachers

Phys. Ed. Teachers



Sqloce

Attendance Record

Pupil Information Form

Library Record

Periodic Observations of Pupils

Stanford Reading Test (post)

Oral Reading Inventory (post)

Parent Questionnaire

Pupil Questionnaire

Faculty Questionnaire

15

June 10-July

June 10-July

June 10-J4y

June 20-July

July 15-July

July 15-July

July 15-July

July 17-July

July 17-July

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Person asn1lgin4

19 Teachers

19 Reading Teachers

19 Librarians

17 Evaluator

19 Pupils (grades 1-6)

19 Pupils (grades 1-6)

22 Parents

19 Pupils (grades 3-4)

19 Teachers &Principals

Post-Kindergarten

The post-!kindergarten teachers received a poat-kindergarten'evaluatiOn

sheet in addition to the faculty questionnaire... The questionnaire-asked

the teachers to rate the appropriateness of the program's goals and activi-

ties and the progress of pupils in this program. All of the teachers

returned the questionnaires. The results of fhe ratings are presented in

Tables 1 and 2. The tables reveal that the teachers highly agree on the

appropriateness of the goals and activities. Acceptance of self and

establishing self-worth received the highest rating for appropriateness

while the pupil-dictated stories, literature appreciation, and the

nutritional program received the next highest ratings.
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TABLE 1

RESPONSES OF EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL TEACHERS CONCERNING
APpROPRIATENESS OF 1968 POST-KINDERGARTEN GOALS AND ACTIVITIES

Goal 9r Activity

N = 5

Number of Teachers

4
'T4

43)
43
CISri
14
1:140
$4

04
<4

0.1
4-2 4.1

ti) CU CU
44 r4 CO
CO ?-4 1-1 /4

4-4 43) fa4 04
14 0 0

I-1 3,1 >1 $40 4.1 ca4 ri 04
14 ca. c44jr4CbOC
04 CU 0444 0

<4

a)

00
04
(1)
0.1

0

1"/

Creative picture interpretation 5

Pupil-dictated stories 3 2

Literature appreciation 1 2

Practice with meaningful language patterns 2 2 1

Building vocabulary 3 1 I

Improved articulation and enunciation 3 2

Acceptance of self; establishing self-worth 4 1

Building meanin4ful social relationships 1 4

Acceptance of errors; openness to experience 5

Non-verbal expression (art, rhythm, etc.) 5

Sharpened visual and auditory discrimination 2 3

Likenesses and differences in visual and oral media 1 4

Mathematical concepts of size position, time 4 1

Successful learner behavior 2 3

Observation skills--generalization about environment 5

Physical coordination 5

Body development and exercise 4 1

Nutritional program 3 2

Health habits, body care 1 3 1
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TABLE g

RESPONSES OF EXPERIMENTAL SUMNER SCHOOL TEACHERS CONCERNING
PUPIL PROGRESS IN 1968 TITLE I POST-KINDERGARTEN PROGRAN

N = 5

Goal or Activity

Number of Teachers
Responding

Creative picture interpretation
2 2 1

Pupil-dictated stories
1 1 2 1

Literature appreciation
1 2 2

Practice with meaningful language patterns 2 2 1

Building vocabulary 1 2 2

Improved articulation and enunciation 1 2 1 1

Acceptance of self; establishing self-worth 3 2

Building meaningful social relationships 4 1

Acceptance of errors; openness to experience 1 2 2

Non-verbal expression (art, rhythm, etc.) 2 3

Sharpened visual and auditory discrimination 1 3 1

Likenesses and differences in visual and oral media 2
J. 2

Mathematical concepts of size, position, time 1 3 /

Successful learner behavior 1 2 2

Observation skills--generalization about environment 1 3 1

Physical coordination 1 3 1

Body development and exercise 1 2 1 1

Nutritional program 2 3

Health habits, body care 1 2 2
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The post-kindergarten class enrollment ranged from twelve to fifteen

students. Although two of the five classes had an enrollment of twelve

pupils, several teachers reported thirteen pupils or more mere making

progress in some areas.(a rating of progress for thirteen students would

indicate eighty-six percent to one hundred percent of the students were

progressing in an area). The highest number of students mere rated as

making progress in non-verbal expressions and the nutritional program.

The teachers almost unanimously agreed that more than half of their

students are making progress on most of the goals and activities listed.

The post-kindergarten teachers were asked about the optimum length

of time per day that pupils should attend the post-kindergarten program.

The teachers unanimously (one hundred percent) agreed that three hours

is the optimum length of tiue for the summer program. Two teachers listed

the length of time (four hours) as the major weakness of the program. One

teacher commented, "the children became restless after three hours."

Another teacher suggested that the pupils be included in the science and

arts and crafts program.
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Questionnaires

Questionnaires were administered to pupils, parents, and faculty

nembers. All of the third and fourth grade pupils at the Experimental

Sunner School responded to the itenm on the ESS Student Questionnaire.

A second group of third and fourth grade pupils attending a regular sum-

mer school program (non-experimental, but Title I) responded to the

items on the Non-ESS Student Questionnaire. This second group of third

and fourth grade pupils was selected because the pupils' educational

backgrounds, socio-economic levels, grade levels, ages, and race were

very similar to the third and fourth grade pupils attending the Experi-

nental Summer School. All questionnaires to pupils were administered

at the summer school by an evaluator. Faculty questionnaires were

given to all nembers of the Experinental Sumger School faculty for self-

administration. All of the faculty questionnaires were completed and

returned. In addition to the pupil and faculty questionnaires, twenty-

four parents, who had children attending the Experimental Sunner School,

were asked to respond to the ESS Parent Questionnaire. The parent

questionnaires were administered orally and individually by an evaluator

at the parents' hones. A total of twenty-one parents were interviewed

(three parents could not be located by phone or hone visit).

The pupil, parents, and faculty questionnaires contained similar

questions relating to attendance, attitude, general learnings, specific

learnings, incentive classes, incentive activities, social relations,

effective and ineffective aspects of the Experimental Sumner School.

Responses to the items were placed in one of the five response columns.

Response columns on the parent and pupil questionnaires were: very
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helpful, some help, little help, no help, and harmful; the response

columns on the faculty questionnaire were: strongly agree, agree a

little, neither agree or disagree, disagree a little and strongly disa-

greee In the analysis of the data, very helpful and strongly agree are

listed as very positive responses; sone help and agree a little are

listed as moderately positive responses; little help and neither agree

or disagree are listed as neutral responses; no help and disagree 4

little are listed as moderately negative responses; and harmful and

strongly disagree are listed as very negative responses.

Data listed in the following tables are available to provide dif-

ferent insights into attitudes toward school in general and coward the

Experimental Summer School experience in particular. Although it was

originally planned to conpare and/or contrast the responses of the

Experimental Sumner School pupils with those of the Non-Experimental

Summer School pupils, it can readily be observed that the responses of

the two groups are very similar in all areas. An obvious limitation

was present throughout the interpretation of the data. This limitation

concerned itself with the realization of how much change can one really

expect after twenty-eight half-days of sunner school instruction.

Table 3 shaws how pupils, faculty nembers, and parents responded

concerning Axperimental School benefits to pupils. After reviewing the

data it is apparent that most of the items consistently received very

or moderately positive responses. The modal response contained a posi-

tive rating range of 80 - 89% while only eight responses received a

positive rating of 50% or below.
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TABLE 3

HOW PUPILS, FACULTY MEMBERS, AND PARENTS RESPONDED

CONCERNING EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL BENEFITS TO PUPILS

Responses & Percentages

Positive Negative

Area of Benefit and Groups Surveyed

$4

>

(1)
4J
RI
$4
W

vIC$

0
Z

r
CU

$4
4-1

CD

Z

1-1

4J
c
$4
W
7$
0

$4
(I)

Attendance

Improve school attendance?

Experimental Sumner School Pupils 687. 187. 7% 5%

Non-Experimental Surnmer School Pupils 537. 377. 6% 37.

Faculty 177. 417. 3570 570

Improve school tardies?

Experimental Sunner School Pupils 52% 21% 157. 87. 2%

Non-Experimental Sunmer School Pupils 53% 377. 6% 30/s

Attitude

Enjoy attending school more?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 617. 227. 10% 4% 1%

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 567. 257. 127. 37. 37.

Parents 667. 23X gX

Better attitude toward school?

Experimental Sunmer School Pupils 607. 277. 10% 27.

Non-Experimental Sunner School Pupils 43% 40% 6% 6% 3%
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5. Better attitude tuward teachers?

Experimental Sumner School Pupils

Non-Experimental Sunmer School Pupils

Teachers

6. Student attitudeq viewed by teachers?

School attitude (improved)

Educational aspirations (higher)

School success (higher expectation)

Motivation (greater)

Cr-.tivity (improved)

Perseverance (greater)

C. General learnings

7. Want to learn more':

Experimental Summer School Pupils

Non-Experimental Supper School Pupils

8. Want to do school wprk correctly?

Experimental Summer School Pupils

Non-Experimental Sunmer School Pupils

Teachers

9. Want to do better in school next year?

Experimental Sumner School Pupils

Non-Experimental Sunmer School Pupils

Positive Negative

607. 237. 117. v. 3%

597. 157. 217. 37.

14% 447. 357. 57.

507. 35% 87. 57.

57. 447. 477. 2%

147. 617. 207. ZX

357. 5070 147.

357. 417. 237.

57. -58X 267. 27. 27.

51% 307. 147. rx 27.

717. 187. 67. 3%

527. 287. 117. 57. rx

507. 317. 127. 37. 3%

447. 32% 177. 57.

687. 227. 77. 27.

627. 18% 157. 3%
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Positive Negative

10.

14
0)

PN
e4

4J
c

V
0
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c

3-1

4-1
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Z

4.4
CU

'Xi
0

>>
14
(1)

Will be more ready for academic work this fall?

Teachers 377. 52% 57. 5%

11. Follows directions better?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 207. 477. 29% 27.

Non-Experimental Sumner School Pupils 46% 31% 217.

Teachers 297. 477. 147. 87,

Parents 427. 47% 97.

12. Express ideas better?

Experimental Sumner School Pupils 34% 327. 23% 77. 27.

Non-Experimental Sumner School Pupils 347. 347. 107. 127.

Teachers 557. 357. 87.

Parents 577. 237. 147. 47.

13. Have more courage to answer in front of class?

Experimental Sumner School Pupils 45% 28% 20% 57.

Non-Experimental Sumner School Pupils 40% 3I7. 127. 12% 37.

14. Show improvement in school work?

Parents 287. 577. 14%

15. Show more independence in work habits?

Faculty 23% 6I7. 147.

Parents 337. 337. 23% 97.
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Positive Negative

1-1 -1-4
a) a)

4,3 1-1 4.1
W M M
14 b 14, tu cu ,

1.4 ro z ro I-I
M 0 M 0 W> :241 Z Z >

D. Specific Learnings

16. Improve Reading?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 557. 28% 127 27 1%

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 567. 347. 97

Faculty/ 23% 50% 20% 2%

Parents 61% 38%

17. Enjoy reading more?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 387. 367. 177. ne

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 437. 28% 257. 3%

:Parents 57% 38% 4%

18. Visit library more frequently?

Faculty 44% 26% 267. 2%

19. Read more at home?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 357. 317. 207. 8% '470

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 37% 317 217. 6% 3%

Parents 28% 387. 28% 470

20. Have a greater interest in science?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 69% 15% 5% 8% 17

Faculty 527. 387. 57. 27

Parents 767 14% 9%

21. Enjoy science more?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 617 20% 9% 5% 3%
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22. Enjoy making things (arts and crafts)

Experimental Summer School Pupils

aculty

Parents

23. Enjoy physical education?

Experimental Sunner School Pupils 78% 12% 5% 27

24. Inprove coordination?

Faculty 14% 237 50% 2% 8%

25. Enjoy outdoor play activities?

Parents 807. 4% 47. 9%

26. Enjoy breakfast?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 60% 12% 14% 10% 2%

Parents 61% 28Z 4% 4%

27. Enjoy overnight canping?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 717. 7% 4% 8% 7%

E. Social Learnings

28. Have more friends?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 357 42% 12% ;% 27

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 69% 157. 3% 8% V%

Parents 617 387

Positive Negative

F-1

Cu

477. 21% 15% 127. 2%

20% 507. 26% 2%

66% 28% 4%
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Positive Negative

29. Have more consideration (get along with)
for other students?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 32% 28% 237 1070 37

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 43% 21% 15% 12% 6%

Faculty 237 41% 26% 87

30. Greater desire to share with others?

Faculty

Parents 42% 38% 147 470

31. Get along better with his (her) family?

Parents 287. 42% 237 4%

32. Practice more courtesy at home?

Parents 477. 42% 9%

33. Have fewer discipline probleus at school?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 617. l87 14% 3% 2%

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 40% 31% 15% 9%

Faculty 38% 26% 23% 2% 87.

Parents 477 49% 47 470

34. Have fewer discipline probleum at home?

Experimental Summer School Pupils 377. 24% 21% 14% 37

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 37% 28% 12% 127 9%

Parents 57% 23% 14% 4%

20% 47% 29% 2%
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Positive Negative
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35. Spend his (her) summer in a more worthwhile

way?

Experimental Sumner School Pupils 637. 157. 11% 77 I%

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils. 56% 187. 12% 12%

Faculty 79% 17% 2%

Parents 767. 19% 470

36. Response by teachers to organization of
Experimental Summer School?

Small class size contributed pos.itively 797. 20%

Program contained sufficient teacher

orientation 29% 20% 87. 237. 14%

Teacher aides were well trained 29% 20% 23% 14% 117.

Sufficient supplies and facilities

mere provided 297. 29% 8% 237. 14

Positive Negative

37. Pupil and parent responses to snell class

size?

Experimental Sumner School Pupils 847. 16%

NourExperimental Summer School Pupils 787. 22%

Parents 10 0% 0%
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Although all question areas drew high proportions of positive

responses, the questions pertaining to specific learning areas

(reading, science, etc.) received the highest percentages of positive

responses. In response to the question, "how much has the experimental

summer school caused the pupil to have a greater interest in sizience,"

84% of the Experimental Summer School pupils, 90% of the parents, and

90% of the faculty members responded positively (very or moderately).

In addition, 81% of the Experimental Sumner School pupils indicated

that the Experimental Summer School had caused them to enjoy science

more. When a similar question was asked concerning physical education,

90% of the Experimental Summer School replied positively. Reading

also received several highly positive ratings. In response to the

item that asked, "how much the Experimental Summer School had improved

the pupil's reading," 83% of the Experimental Summer School pupils,

90% of the Non-Experimental Summer School pupils, 737. of the faculty,

and 997. of the parents responded in the very or moderately positive

column.,

A second area that received several positive responses was pupil

attitude. Respondents uere asked "how much the Experimental Summer

School caused the pupils to enjoy attending school more." Eighty-three

percent of the ESS pupils, 81% of the Non-ESS, and 89% of the parents

responded positively. A further indication of improved pupil attitudes

occurred when 87% of the ESS pupils and 83% of the Non-ESS pupils

positively responded that the summer school program had caused them

to have a better attitude toward school.
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Items pertaining to the organization of the ESS received the

greatest percentage of negative responses. Thirty-seven percent of

the faculty gave negative responses (very or moderately) to items

concerning teacher orientation and supplies and facilities. In

addition, one-fourth of the teachers gave negative responses con-

cerning the training of teacher aides.

One of the objectives of the ESS program was to promote better

attendance by alternating incentive classes and activities with the

reading classes. According to pupil and faculty responses listed in

Table 4, the incentive classes did promote better school attendance.

Physical education, field trips, and science were the incentive areas

most frequently rated by pupils as causing them to attend the ESS more

often. Table 5 further lends support to the acceptance of other incen-

tive activities as worthwhile since field trips, overnight camping, and

breakfast received positive ratings of 97% or higher by the faculty

and 80% or higher by the pupils.

In response to the effective (best) aspect of the ESS, pupils

listed overnight camping, physical education, reading, and science as

the areas they liked best (Table 6) while parents listed reading and

field trips (Table 8). Faculty members listed smeller class size and

incentive activities as the effective areas (Table 9).

In response to the ineffective (least liked) aspect of the ESS,

pupils most frequently listed arts and crafts (Table 7) while faculty

members listed the testing program and problem related to materials

and supplies (rable 10).
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Pupils, parents, hnd faculty were asked to nane the area of the

ESS that needs to be changed or improved.' 'Tabulations of responses

are presented in Tables 11, 12, 13, and 14, ESS pupils most frequently

mentioned that math should be added and arts and crafts should be

deleted. Although many parents didn't mention any change, three out

of four parents who mentioned a change also mentioned the addition of

math. Factilty members indicated the ESS program could be improved by

reducing the testing, providing more teacher orientation, and providing

more materials.
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TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF PUPILS AND TEACHERS RESPONSES CCNCERNING THE ATTENDANCE
OF EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL IF ONLY READING HAD BEEN OFFERED

Qviciel-4evale

1. Would you have attended summer school as much if
only reading had been offered?

*Total does not equal 1007. because some pupils
(3) did not respond to item.

2. Would the attendance habe been as good if
only reading had been offered?

*Total does not equal 1007 because some
Teachers (5) did not respond.

3. Did the incentive classes and activities achieve
their goal of promoting better attendance?

4. Did the incentive classes or activities cause
you to attend more? If yes, list activity(ies)
or class(es) that caused you to attend.

Incentive class or activity

Physical Education

Field Trips

Science

Overnight Camping

Arts and Crafts

Breakfast

*Total doesn't equal $5 because many pupils listed

several activities and classes.

Pupils Responses*
Yes % No %

36 427 46 544

Teachers Responses*
Yes % No %

3 9% 26 767

Teachers Responses
Yes % No % No Res. %

29 85% 0 0 5 157.

Pupils Responses
Yes % No %

77 917. 8 g%

Number times mentioned*

52

48

44

39

39

34
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TABLE 5

COMPARISON OF TEACHER AND PUPIL RESPONSES TOWARD
INCENTIVE ACTIVITIES (BREAKFAST, FIELD TRIPS, OVERNIGHT CAMPING)

Question: ytaLL t.LiC LU11VWJ.L16, LV UG wytth A-4.%..a.qsj.
T.!.] fUe.,e44^4,1N9

Faculty
Yes No

Pupil

Yes No

1. Field Trips (33) 977o 07* (82) 96% 4% (3)

2. Overnight Camp (34) 100% 0% (68) 80% 7% (6)**

3. Breakfast (33) 97% 37o (1) (68) 80% 20% (17)

*37 uncertain (1) **137 uncertain (11)

TABLE 6

EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL PUPILS LISTING
OF ACTIVITY OR CLASS THEY LIKED BEST

Activity or Class

Number
Tines
Mentioned %

Overnight Camping 16 19%

Physical Education 16 19%

Reading 16 19%

Science 16 19%

Field Trips 14 167

Arts and Crafts 5 6%

No Response 2 2%
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TABLE 7

EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL PUPILS LISTING
OF ACTIVITY ea CLASS THEY LIKED LEAST

Activity or Class

Number

Tines
Mentioned %

Arts and Crafts 9 117

Reading 8 . 9%

Science 8 9%

Physical Education 6 770

Breakfast 3 476

Field Trips 2 2%

Camping . 1 1%

None (did not dislike any) 47 55%

*Total does not equal 1007 because some pupils did

not respond (1) to item.

TABLE 8

PARENTS LISTING OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER

SCHOOL ACTIVITY OR CLASS THEY LIKED BEST

Activity or Class

Number
Times
Mentioned

Reading
9 4370

Field Trips
6 29%

Overnight Camping 3 15%

Science
1 57

Arts and Crafts
1 5%

1

Breakfast
1 57

*Total does not equal 100% because of rouncliag-off.

....111.111111MMI..11111111111111.111.0.1.611...111=0.41011.



TABLE 9

FACULTY MEMBERS LISTING OF EFFECTIVE ASPECTS
OF EXPERIMENTAL SUNNER SCHOOL

*Number 7irreQ
Effective Aspects Mentioned

Smaller Classes 18
Incentive Acttvities (field trips, camping) 17
Informal Class Setting (recreational approach to learning) 8
Breakfast 7
Class Schedule 7
Incentixe Classes (P.E. science, arts and crafts) 4
Teacher-Pupil Relationship 4
Library Facilities 4
Planning of Program 3
Opportunity for Experimentation (creativity) 3
Pupil Attendance 2
Good Teachers 2
Mid-Morning Snack 2
Pupils Greater Desire to Learn 2
Reduced Discipline Problems 2
Opportunity for Pupils to Appreciate Literature 1
Reading

1
Reading Class Length of Two Hours 1
Leadership 1
TeacherAides 1
Educational Opportunities (large number) 1
Departmentalization 1
Materials 1
Pupil Self-Concept (encouraged) 1
Pupil Achievement (higher level) 1

*Many teachers mentioned several effective aspects.
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TABLE 10

FACULTY MEMBERS LISTING OF INEFFECTIVE ASPECTS
OF EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL

Ineffective Aspect

Number
ines
Mentioned

Testing (pre and post reading tests)

Materials and Facilities

Schedule (four hours too long)

Teacher Aides (poorly trained)

13

10

6

4

Planning Tine (teachers) 2

Summer Program (six weeks too short) 2

Discipline 2

Pupil Attendance 2

Pupil Selection 2

Breakfast 1

Organiiation 1

Pupil Information 1

Class Size (too many in science) 1

Class SchedUle (one and a half hours too long) 1

Social Studies (not offered) 1

Pupil Questionnaire 1

Planning (teachers and parents not included) 1

Teacher-Pupil Rapport 1

Teacher Aides (need more) 1
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TABLE 11

RESPONSES OF EXTERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL PUPILS CONCERNING
THE PART OF THE SUMMER PROGRAM THEY WOUlD LIKE TO CHANGE

A. Add activity or class

Mathematics
Music
Spelling
English
Library (make larger)
Trip (last day of summer school)

B. Delete class or activity

Arts and Crafts
Science
Reading
Field Trip (to Big Ditch)

C. No change in program

None (leave program as is)
No response

Number Times
Mentioned

6

2

2

2

1

1

13

5

3

1

42
5

497.

6%

TABLE 12

RESPONSES OF NON-EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL PUPILS CONCERNING
THE PART OF THE SUMNER PROGRAM THEY WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE

Acttvitv or Class

A. Add activity or class

Playground games (recess)
Reading (better reading (more))

B. Delete class or activity

SRA (individual reading kit)

C. No change in program

None (leave program as is)

* Total does not equal 100% because of rounding-off.

Number Times
Mentioned

3

2

1

26

9%

60/0

81%
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TABLE 13

FACULTY MEMBERS SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING
THE EXPERIMENTAL SUMMRR SCHOOL

Number Times
Area for Imroving Mantinnarl

Reduce Testing (reading) 7

Teacher Orientation (in-service meetings) 7

More materials 7

Daily schedule (reduce) 6

Curriculum (include music, math., language, spelling.
social studies) 5

Include more students 4
Lengthen program to eight weeks 2

Teacher aides (train) 2

Supervised recess 2

Planning tine far teacher (for field trip, etc.) 2

Pupil information (before school begins) 2

Involve parents 2

Breakfast served at 8:00 a.m. 1

Library orientation with parents (before school begins) 1

Homogeneous grouping 1

Overnight camping for two days 1

List of resource persons 1

Reduce incentive class size (6-8) 1

Pupil testing and interviewing before school begins 1

Pupil and parent commitment for attendance 1

Class schedule (longer and meet each day) 1

Class schedule (longer and meet alternate days) 1

TABLE 14

PARENTS RESPONSE CONCERNING THE PART OF THE SUMMER
SCHOOL THEY WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE

Change

Number Times
Mentioned

Add Math 3 14%

Begin sunnier school later (8:30 a.m.) 1 5%

No change 17 81%

tll

3
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Table 15 indicates that a high percentage of ESS pupils, parents,

and faculty members prefer a four hour summer school program instead

of a two hour program. The Non-ESS pupils, who were attending a two

hour program, preferred a two h,,ur

Eighty-seven percent of ehe ESS pupils and 63% of the Non-ESS pupils

responded that if they could make their decision again they would attend

summer school. Ninety-five percent of the parents indicated that if they

could meke their decision again, they would enroll their child in summer

school. In addition, 91% of the faculty members said if they could moke

their decision again they would teach in the ESS.

TABLE 15

COMPARISON OF RESPONSES CONCERNING PREFERRED
LENGTH OF SUMMER SCHOOL DAY

11111...
Group Surveyed Four #pur Two Hour

Experimental Summer School Pupils 617(52) 397(33)

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils 19%(6) 811(6)

Parents of Experimental School Pupils 95%(20) 5%(1)

Faculty Members of Experimental Summer School 56%(19) 12%(4)

Six teachers suggested a three hour day,
four were uncertain, and one lcft the
item blank.
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Attendance records for the ESS pupils were recorded on pupil informa-

tion sheets. In addition, attendance records were kept for pupils attend-

ing Title I elementary summer school programs. Since one of the objectives

of dhe ESS was to promote better school attendance, a comparison was made

between the attendance of the ESS pupils and Non-ESS pupils (attending

Title I summer school). Although complete attendance records were not

returned for all pupils, all of the returned records were used in the

tabulation which is listed in Table 16. In all instances the attendance

of the ESS pupils per grade level was higher than the attendance of the

Non-ESS.

Dropout data for the ESS pupils are listed in Tables 17 and 18.

Vacation and illness are the major known reasons for dropout. Table 19

presents data pertaining to usage of the library in the Experimental

Summer School. Usage by pupils my be considered as substantial while

usage by parents night be considered limited. Table 20 shows a listing

of places visited during field trips by Experimental Summer School pupils.

It can be seen that two city parks and the zoo were the places most

frequently visited.
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TABLE 16

COMPARISaN OF MEAN PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL
SUMMER SCHOOL PUPILS WITH MEAN PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE OF

'NON-EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL PUPILS

Grade

Experimental Summer School

'13 Mean %age of Attendance

Non-Experimental Summer School

N Mean %age of Attendance

1 59 83.77. 195 77.97.

2 57 87.97. 161 78.4%

3 60 90.77. 181 80.17.

4 33 88.27. 155 84.3%

5 33 88.17. 116 77.37.

TABLE 17

EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL DROPOUTS

Number enrolled June 10 350

Number complettng 315

Number of dropouts 35

Percent of dropouts 9.97.
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TABLE 18

REASONS OF EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL DROPOUTS

Illness

Discipline 1

Vacation 5

Employment 2

Program length (too long) I

Did not want to attend 2

Unknown 20

TABLE 19

EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL LIBRARY REPORT

Number of experiaental summer school pupils using library 350

Number of books checked out by experimental summer school pupils 4431

Number of ,non-experimental summer school pupils using library 347

Number of parents using library 19

Number of books checked out by non-experimental summer school

students and parents 684

Nudi)er of parent discussions 4
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TABLE 20

FIELD TRIPS AVAILABIE TO PUPILS
ENROLLED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL SUMNER SCHOOL

Places Visited Number of Classes

Watson Park
Zoo
Riverside Park
Bowling Alley
Airport

26

21

19

7

9

Wichita (tour of city) 6

Library 5

Museum (art) 5

McConnell Air Force Base 5

Sims Park 5

Dairy 4

Humane Society 4

Cow Town 4

Hotel 3

Shopping Center 3

Nursery 3

Oak Park 3

Grocery Company- 3

Television Station (KAKE) 2

Sheep Farm 2

Bakery_ 2

Potato Chip Campany 2

Wichita State University 2

Florist 2

Linwood Park 2

Minisa Park _2

Museum (historical .2

Big Diech
Pet Shop .1

Note: The field trips listed in this table were taken by bus.

Ottier field trips were made within the neighborhood..
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Observations

A total of twenty-four pupils were randonly selected from the Ex-

perimental Summer School enrollment sheet. The sample included six

pupils from each of the following levels: post-kindergarten, 1st and

2nd level, 3rd and 4th level, and 5th and 6th level. A total of twenty-

three pupils (one pupil stopped attending) were observed by an evaluator

from the second through the sixth week of the ESS program. The evaluator

spent approximately thirty minutes observing each pupil a total of three

tines (90 ninutes of total observation per pupil). The evaluator tabu-

lated behavior responses for each pupil on the observer tally sheet

which included negative and positive behavior patterns. Concurrent with

the classroom observations, the evaluator sonetimes observed the pupils

in informal learning situations (breakfast, nid-morning break, and play-

ground activities).

Toward the end of the ESS program, a final interview was held with

each teacher. The teachers rated the pupils initial and final academic

achievements and classroom adjustments. An individual interview was

held with each pupil to ascertain his ratings of his interest, achieve-

ment, and attitude toward the ESS, In additian, home visitations were

made and parents were asked to rate their child's interest toward and

desire to attend the ESS.

Although twenty-four pupils were originally selected, data for

twenty pupils is available (one pupil stopped attending and three parents

could not be interviewed). Tle totals from the twenty rating sheets

were converted to a final rating sheet in Table 21. Pupils, parents,

teachers, and evaluator placed a very high percentage of their ratings

90%
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TABLE 21

RATINGS OF PUPIL'S ACCEPTANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL

A. Interest and Achievement VG G A P VP

1. Evaluator's initial rating of pupil's interest 5 9 3 2 1

2. Evaluator's final rating of pupil's interest 7 8 4 1

3. Evaluator's initial rating of pupil's achievement 4 14 2

4. Evaluator's final rating of pupil's achievement '8 11 1

5. Teacher's initial rating of pupil's achievement 1 3 10 6

6. Teacher's final rating of pupil's achievement 4 6 9 1

7. Parent's rating of pupil's interest 10 6 4

8. Pupil's rating of his (her) interest 10 7 2 1

9. Pupil's rating of his (her) achievement 6 9 4 1

B. Attitude and Adjustment

1. Evaluator's initial rating of pupil's adjustment 11 3 2 4

2. Evaluator's final rating of pupil's adjustment 12 3 4 1

3. Teacher's initial rating of pupil's adjustment 3 ,6 6 2 3

4. Teacher's final ratiug of pupil's adjustment 6 11 2 1

5. Parent's rating of extent pupil wanted to
attend 13 5 2

6, Pupil's rating of extent he (she) wanted to
attend 13 6 1

7. Pupil's rating of experimental sumuer school 11 8 1

8. Pupil's rating of preference for experimental
summer school to regular school

9. Pupil's rating of wanting to attend experi-
mental summer school next sumer

10 8 2

12 7 1

VG = Very Good G = Good A = Average P = Poor VP = Very Poor
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as average, good or very good. Parents and pu:Als tended to place a

higher percentage of their ratings as very good or good than the

teachers and evaluator.

Althouzh many of the initial and final ratings do not show a great

deal of change, in all instances the final ratings show some improve-

uent over the initial ratings. The item referring to the extent the

pupils wanted to attend the ESS received the highest rating with 657

of the parents and 65% of the pupils responding in the very good column.

Other areas that received a high proportion of very good responses were:

desire to attend the ESS, final pupil adjustment (rating by evaluator)

and initial pupil adjustuent (rating by evaluator).

Two areas received ratings of very poor. These areas were initial

rating of pupil interest by evaluator and initial rating of pupil ad-

justment by teacher. During the interval between initial and final

ratings, ii appears that the pupils made soue progress since the very

poor response column did not receive any responses on the final ratings.

More than 507. of the pupils listed their interest, achievement,

rating of the ESS, and preference for the ESS as very good. In addition,

60% of the pupils responded with a very good response concerning their

attending the experimental suumer school next summer and another 357o of

the pupils responded in the good column for attending the experimental

summer school next summer.
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Test Results

Teachers in the Wichita Public School summer reading programs

grades 1-6 were requested to administer the appropriate level of the

Stanford Reading Test near the beginnii,g and again near the end of the

program. An oral reading inventory with a word list and graded para-

graphs was developed, and teachers were requested to administer it near

the beginning and again near the end of each of the summer reading

programs. A form was provided for reporting the results of the tests

for each pupil. All pupils in the Experimental Summer School in

grades 1-5 for whom a comp:zt:s =2t cf 7,retest and posttest results

were reported were included in the analysis. There were not enough

pupils in sixth grade with ccmpTete test results to warrant including

sixth grade in the analysis. Two other groups were selected from each

grade to be included in the analysis. One group was selected by

randomly drawing the same number of pupils as were included for that

grade in the Experimental Summer School group fram all the pupils in

th2 other 22 Title I summer schools for whom camplete test scores were

reported. Another group the same s:..ze was randomly drawn fram the

complete scores submitted by a few -;rhools which were selected as being

mnst nearly like the Experimental Summer Schools on a socio-economic

basis.

The mean scores and standard deviations for each subtest of dhe

Stanford Read;ng Test for each ,croup are shown in Tables 22 through 26.

It can be seen that in 25 of the 39 cases the posttest shows a gain,
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although usually very slight, over the pretest. On eight of Ehe

thirteen subtests the Experimental Summer School groups had higher

mean scores than the other two groups. The Experimental Summer

School groups show gains nil Plavan ^f tha thirteen subtests.

Die Stanford Reading Test results were subjected to an analysis

of covariance with the pretest scores serving as the control variable.

While the results of the analysis shown in Table 27 indicate that there

are significant differences in the posttest means on same of the subtests,

there is no clear pattern in favor of any of the groups. The adjusted

posttest mean scores are given in Table 28 for all comparisons in which

the differences were beyond the .05 level of significance. It can be

seen Ehat while the Experimental Summer School group has the highest

adjusted mean score in four of the six cases, it has the lowest score

in one case. The group randomly drawn from all 22 Title I summer schools

does not have the highest adjusted mean score in any of the six compari-

sons, but is lowest on only two. In other wprds, while the trend seems

to be in favor of the Elverimental Summer School group, some reversals

of this trend exist in the data.
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TABLE 22

PRETEST AND POSTTEST COMPARISONS FOR FIRST GRADE PUPILS
ON STANFORD READING TEST PRIMARY I

4101.1=110=1.

N=19
WORD READING

Pretest
Form X

SD

I I ...P.P..

Posttest
Form Y

X SD

Experimental Summer School Pupils 1.36 .52 1.47 .45

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 1.43 .26 1.42 .19

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 1.32 .34 1.26 .50

VOCABULARY

Experimental Summer School Pupils 1.17 .32 1.10 .62

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 1.37 .19 1.42 .21

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 1.25 .33 1.32 .18

WORD STUDY

Experimental Summer School Pupils 1.57 .34 1.60 03c)

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 1.28 .19 1.31 .17

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 1.13 .43 1,32 .20
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TABLE 23

PRETEST AIM POSTTEST COMPARISONS FM SECOND GRADE PUPILS
ON STANFORD READING TEST PRIMARY I

N=27
WORD READING

Pretest
Form X

SD

,......
Pnct-t-oci-

Form Y

X SD

Experimental Summer School Pupils 2.09 .46 2.47 .58

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 1.92 .47 1.97 .47

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 2.02 .38 2.22 .51

VOCABULARY

Expe-imental Sumner School Pupils 2.04 .80 2.13 .52

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 2.11 .57 2.10 .68

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 2.02 .52 2.00 .56

WORD STUDY

Experimental Summer School Pupils 2.27 .67 2.54 .93

Non-Experimentta Summer School Pupils-Selected 2.22 .77 1.84 .76

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-aandmn 2.11 .67 2.04 .45
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TABLE 24

PRETEST AND POSTTEST COMPARISONS FOR THIRD GRADE PUPILS
ON STANFORD READING TEST PRIMARY II

N = 31
WORD MEANING

Pretest
Form X

SD

Experimental Summer School Pupils 2.84 .59

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 2.76 .63

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 2.59 .58

PARAGRAPH YEANING

Experimental Summer School Pupils 2.74 .55

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupilq-Selected 2.53 1.75

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 2.45 .61

WORD STUDY

Experimental Summer School Pupils 2.95 1.42

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 2.26 .57

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 2.16 .69

Posttest
Form Y

SD

2.94 .52

2.69 .50

2.53 .51

2.79 .64

2.49 .53

2.67 .64

3.18 1.28

2.27 .51

2.38 .78
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TABLE 25

PRETEST AND POSTTEST COMPARISONS FOR FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
ON STANFORD READING TE$T PRIMARY Il

N = 16
WORD MEANING

Pretest
XULM 4

SD

Posttest
JOLL1L 1.

SD

Experimental Sumner School Pupils 3.26 .58 3.19 .80

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 3.34 .74 2,97 .65

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils4,andom 3.00 .80 3.19 .57

PARAGRAPH MEANING

Experimental Sumner School Pupil,s 3.18 .85 3.16 .80

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-SelectO 3.17 .63 3.22 .82

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 2.89 .77 2.91 .74

TABLE 26

PRETEST AND POSTTEST COMPARISONS FOR FIFTH GRADE PUPILS
ON STANFORD READING TEST INTERMEDIATE I

N=15
WORD MEANING

Pretest
Form X

SD

Posttest
Form Y

X SD

Experimental Sumner School Pupils . 4.30 1.24 4,45 1,27

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 4.03 .77 4.41 .78

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Random 3.67 .69 3.31 .67

PARAGRAPH MEANING

Experimental Sumner School Pupils 3.83 1.13 4.16 1.00

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Selected 3.66 .86 3.71 1.02

Non-Experimental Summer School Pupils-Randam 3.13 .80 3.31 .82

-
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TABLE 27

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHO, NON-EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER
SCHOOL - SELECTED, AND NON-EXPERIMENTAL SUMMER SCHOOL - RANDOM

GROUP tOMPARISONS BY ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

Grade Subtest Source of Variation

1 Word Reading Between Groups
Within Groups

1 Vocabulary Between Groups
Within Groups

1 Word Study Skills Between Groups
Within Groups

2 Word Reading Between Groups
Within Groups

2 Vocabulary Between Groups
Within Groups

2 Word Study Skills Between Groups
Within Groups

3 Word Meaning Between Groups
Within Groups

3 Paragraph Meaning Between Groups
Within Groups

3 Word Study Skills Between Groups
Within Groups

4 Word Meaning Between Groups
Within Groups

4 Paragraph Meaning Between Groups
Within Groups

5 Word Meaning Between Groups
Within Groups

5 Paragraph Meaning Between Groups
Within Groups

* p <.05
**p . 01

usted
df Mean Squares F

2 1195 1,12
53 .174

2 .560 3.41*
53 .164

9 .085 1.98
53 .043

2 .78 6.29**
77 .124

2 .085 0.34
77 .249

2 3.205 6.86**
77 .467

4 .54 3.97*
89 .136

2 .535 1.66
89 .322

2 .945 3.34*
89 .283

2 .605 1.60
44 .378

2 .055 0.14
44 .392

2 2.60

41 .373

6.27**

2 1.24 1.46
41 .85
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According to the manual of instructions provided, the teacher

assigned a reading level for word recognition and comprehension to

each pupil as a result of an .oral reading inventory. These results

were tabulated for each Of the three groups under study for an oral

reading inventory near the beginning of the summer program and again

near the end. The tabulations are shown in Tables 29 through 33;

The distributions show a marked increase in performance.at the upper

grade levels. The amount of increase progressively less for lower

grade levels. Some groups in first grade show no change at all.

Some teachers who administered the 4.nventory in the lower grades

indicated that they felt there was tog much difference in the level

of difficulty of the graded paragraphs at the preprimer, primer, and

first grade levels. As with the silent reading test, the Experimental

Summer School groups are generally higher on both the pretest and

posttest than the other two groups. There is no clear evidence,

however, that the groups from any one type of summer school consis-t

tently made more progress than the groups from another type of

summer school.
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TABLE 28

ADJUSTED NEAN SCORES FOR SUBTEbTS RESULTING
IN A SIGNIFICANT F BY ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

Posttest Adjusted Mean Scores

Experimental Non-Experimental Non-rAcperimental
Summer School Summer School Sumner School

Subtest Pupils-Selected Pupils-Random

2nd Grade Word Iteading 2.40 2.06 2.21

2nd Grade Word Study Skills 2.51 1.83 2.08

5th Grade Word Meaning 4.22 4.38 3.58

1st Grade Vocabulary

3rd Grade Word }leaning

3rd Grade Word Study Skills

1.10

2.87

2.79

1.41

2.67

2.43

1.34

2.61
.

2.61
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TABLE 29

PRETEST AND POSTTEST RESULTS OF ORAL READING INVENTORY, FIRST GRAff

N = 19

Reading Levels
PF CC

Test Group below P 1 2

Experimental Summer School 4 11 4

Pre-

Non-Ex?. Summer School-Selected
test

11 3 5

Non-Ex?. Summer School-Random 12 4 2 1

Word
Recognition

Experimental Summer School 4 11 4

Post-

Non-Ex?. Summer School-Selected
test

11 3 5

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random 10 6 2

Experimental Summer School 5 9 5

Pre-
Non-Ex?. Summer School-Selected

test

6 5 8

Non-Ex?. Summer School-Random 7 7 4 1

Comprehension
Experimental Summer School 3 8 8

Past-
Non-ENT. Summer School-Selected

test

4 7 8

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random 3 8 6 1

....." .0111011111
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TABLE 30

PRETEST AND POSTTEST RESULTS OF aRAL READING INVENTORY, SECOND GRADE

= 27

Reading Levels

Test Group

Experimental Sumumr School
Pre-

Non-;Exp. Sunmer School-Selected
test

Non-Exp. Summer Schcol-Random
Word

Recognition

Experimental Summer School
Post-

NonExp. Summar School-Selected
test

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random

Experimental Summer School
Pre-

Non-Exp. Suumer School-Selected
test

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random

Comprehension

Experimental Summer School
Post-

Non-Exp. Summer School-Selected
test

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random

PP &
below P

1

4

7

5

2

5

1

3

4

1

3

2

1

1 2 3

8 13 2

4 9 7

2 11 8 1

6 10 8

8 8 6

1 11 9 4

8 13 2

6 9 8

3 10 12 1

7 11 5 1

3 11 10 1

11 10 4

.11.110,........~.wr ,1=,
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TABLE 31

PRETEST AND POSTTEST RESULTS OF ORAL READING INVENTORY, THIRD GRADE

N = 31
glaingir.......r.., 01.11 ....unooname..amml,

PP &
Reading Levels

Test Group below P 2 3 4 5 6
OW /MO

Experimental Summer School 3 3 3 10 6 4 1 1

Pre-

teot

Non-Exp. Sumner School-Selected 2 2 9 10 4 4

Non-Exp. Sumner School-Randam 3 3 16 7 1 1

Word
Recognition

Experimental Sumner School 4 8 11 6 1 1

Post,.

test

Non-;Exp. Sunner School-Selected 6 8 11 2 3 1

Non-Exp. Summer School-Randam 1 2 2 8 13 3 2

Experimental Summer School 2 3 13 9 4

Pre-

test

Non-Exp. Summer School-Selected 4 2 8 9 4 4

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random 1 2 1 15 11 1

Comprehension
Experimental Sumner School 2 7 12 8 2

Post-

test

Non-Exp. Summer School-Selected 1 5 8 10 3 2 2

Non-Exp. Sumner School-Randam 3 7 16 4
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TABLE 32

PRETEST AND POSTTEST RESULTS OF ORAL READING INVENTORY, FOURTH GRADE

N=16
=MM. rt

PP &
Reading Levels

Test Group below P 1 2 3 4 5

Experimental Summer School 3 7 6

Pre-
Non-Exp. Summer School-Selected

test

4 6 5 1

Non-Exp. Sumner School-Randam 1 2 6 4 2 1

Word 4

Recognition
Experimental Summer School 5 6 4

Post-
Non-Exp. Sumner School-Selected

test

3 7 3 3

Non-Exp. Summer School-Randam 1 2 5 4 1 3

Experimental Summer School 1 1 12 2

Pre-
Non-Exp. Summer School-Selected

test

3 -4 5 2 2

Non-Exp. Summer School-Randam 2 2 4 3 3 2

Comprehension'
Experimental Summer School 1 7 7

Post-
ar School-SelectedNon-Exp. Sum.

test

1 5 8 1

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random 1 3 4 4

a.......11111111111MI

1
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TABLE 33

?RETEST AND POSTTEST RESULTS OF ORAL READING INVENTORY, FIFTH GRADE

15

PP &

Reading Levels

Test Group Below P 1 2 3 4 5 6

Experimental Summer School 2 4 5 4

Pre-
Non-Ex?, Summer School-Selected

test

5 5 3 1

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random 2 4 4 3 2

Word
Recognition

Experimental Summer School 3 6 6

Post-
Non-Exp. Summer School-Selected

test

1 1 6 6 1

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random 4 3 5 3

Experimental Summer School 1 4 10

Pre-
Non-Exp. Summer School-Selected

test

1 6 7 1

Now-Exp. Summer School-Random 4 2 7 2

Comprehension
Experimental Summer School 3 12

Post-
Non-Expo Summer School-Selected

test

3 6 4 1

Non-Exp. Summer School-Random 3 6 4 2
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commENTs ON RESULTS

Postkindergarten teachers agreed that the goals and activities

were appropriate and that tbe majority of pupils progressed on most of

the goals and activities. The teachers felt tbat three hours wts a

more desirdble length of time for such a program.

Questionnaire responses of pupils, parents, and faculty were mostly

positive toward the aperimental Summer School. Questions pertaining

tonspecific learning areas and pupil attitude yielded high positive

responses. Pupil and faculty responses revealed that these groups felt

that the incentive classes promoted better school attendance. Examina-

tion of attendance records revealed that the attendance of.the ESS pupils

was higher tban that of the conventional summer school pupils.

Observations and interviews resulted in ratings of pupil interest,

achievement, adjustment, and preference for the Experimental Summer

School. Some improvement wts indicated by final ratings being higher

than initial ratings. It appeared that pupils favored the ESS over

conventional summer school.

While tbe results of the pretest and posttest administration of a

silent reading test and an oral reading inventory appeared to favor

Experimental Summer School pupils over two other summer school groups,

the results were not conclusive. The ESS groups did show gains on most

of the stibtests. A question vas raised pertaining to the appropriateness

of sudh testing in such a program.
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DELINQUENT CHILDREN SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

The provisions of ESEA P.L. 89-10 Tit12 I as amended by P.L. 89-750

included projects to meet the special educational needs of children

living in institutions far delinquent children.

The institutions served under this program were Friendly Gables

and Lake Afton Boys Ranch. Friendly Gables is a resident facility for

school age girls. Lake Afton Boys Ranch is a resident facility for

school age boys. The Sedgwick County Juvenile Court administers both

institutions and assigns juveniles to them. Care is provided for both

pre-court and post-court adjudication cases.

Educational programs far residents of these two institutions are

operated by the Wichita Public Schools. The Department of Special

Education supervises the educational activities and programs during

the juveniles' stay at the institutions.

The Delinquent Children Summer School component of the Title I

project in the Wichita Public School was organized to help meet the

educational needs of these institutionalized children through the pro-

vision of educational and supportive services. Those professional

personnel involved in the programs identified the primary needs of the

institutional residents as: (1) maintenance and improvement of edu-

cational levels through instructional assistance in small groups and

in specific curricular areas; (2) guidance and counseling services to

aid residents in developing better adjustment through more positive

attitude and improved self concepts; and (3) the provision of activi-

ties for residents during the summer months, particularly arts and

crafts and physical education.
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OBJECTIVES

1. To provide educational programa during the summer for resi-

dents of Friendly Gables and Lake Afton Boys Ranch.

2. To maintain or raise the educational level in the academic

and enrichment areas.

3. To provide supportive services, particularly guidance and

counseling, to the institutional residents.

4. To improve the social and emotional adjustment of the

institutional residents.

5. To encourage reentry tnto the regular school program.

FROCEDURES

Activities and services were provided during an eight-week period

to help attain the objectives of the Summer School Program for Delinquent

Children. Table 34 shows the activities and services provided at each

institution.

TABLE 34

SUMER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES FOR
DELINQUENT CHILDREN

Activities and Services

Bus. Guid. & Correc-

Educa- Counsel- Home- Ind. Phys. tive Lang.

Institution Ar,A tiqg img_ making Aztg Ed Reading Arts

Friendly Gables X X X X X X

Lake Afton X X X X X X
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All of the services listed above were of an instructional nature

with the exception of the guidance and counseling service. A total of

12 professional persons were employed for eight weeks to provide the

listed services. Amounts of time spent by enployed persons varied.

Table 35 shows the number enployed in each area, the number of hours

per day that each of the persons was employed, and the total number

of hours of instruction or service provided in each area.

TABLE 35

AMOUNT OF INSTRUCTION AND SERVICE PROVIDED PUPILS

IN THE SUMMER PROGRAM FOR DELINQUENT CHILDREN

Number of
Persons

Hours Per
Day Each Total Hours

Activity or Service Employed Person Served tullay____

Art 1 4 4

Guidance 6. Counseling 2 4 8

Business Education 1 2 2

Homemaking 1 4 4

Physical Education 2 2 4

Corrective Reading 3 4, 4, 3 11

Industrial Arts 1 4 4

Language Arts 1 1 1

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS

Because of the highly mobile characteristic and the wide range in

age and ability of the institutional residents, all curricular offerings

must be very flexible. Following is a description of courses offered

in the Summer School for Delinquent Children.
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Ars

The art program in both institutions consisted of drawing with

pencil, ink and charcoal, painting with pastel and polymer, pattern

and architectural design, and ceramics.

Business Education

Because of the preference shown by the girls at Friendly Gables,

typing was chosen as the business education course. The beginning

students concentrated on the letter keyboard using tbe lessons in the

typing text. Those with previous typing experience mere given projects

and drills on speed and accuracy. These students were taught to set

up letters front unarranged copy, to tatllate, and to type various forms

used in offices. Tbe perslnal aspect of typewriting was sttessed.

Homemaking

The structure of the homemaking classes at Friendly Gables was

almost entirely individually arranged because of the many levels of

learning among the girls. The classes were small enough to allow in-

dividual instruction. The content of the course was primarily clothing

instruction. With the teacher's approval, each student selected a

pattern and fabric. The projects completed included blouses, shorts,

dresses, and stuffed animals.

DiulaiEduciOisn

The physical education program was combined recreation and physi-

cal education.
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At Friendly Gables each girl would choose her activity three days

a week, then receive individual instruction in that activity. Two days

each week were devoted to class instruction and participation in a

specific activity. The activities at Friendly Gables included soft-

ball, volleyball, tennis, golf, shuffelboard, badminton, deck tennis,

dance, ping pong, pool, and recreational games.

The Lake Afton boys program consisted of volleyball, badminton,

basketball, relays, wrestling, gymnastics, and softball. To help

maintain interest the rules were kept simple and only a small amount

of time was devoted explaining the fundamentals oi the activities.

Corrective Reading

The corrective reading program at both institutions contained

these eleuents: oral reading from library books, comprehension drills

from a workbook; summary reports from teacher selected materials;

vocabulary-improvement by use of games; practice in phonics; speed

reading; improvement of silent and oral reading technique; and en-

couraging Interest in reading out of school.

Much of this was accouplished on several different grade levels

because of the varied ages and backgrounds of the institutioral

residents.

lakwtrial Arts

The industrial arts program at lake Afton Boy's Ranch included

the following: teaching the proper care and use of basic woodworking

tools from hand tools to power machinery; reading and understanding

the use of detail plans in making projects; and the assembling and

finishing of projects.
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projects completed include: wall plaques, desk sets,

shelves, shadow boxes; and small cedar chests.

Language Arts

The language arts program was integrate,:e into the corrective read-

ing course at Lake Afton Boy's Ranch. Those who were in upper grade

levels and/or in higher reading levels were given lessons in grammar

and composition.

Guidance and Counseling

The counselor in each of the two institutions counseled with

students on an individual basis. The counselors frequently provided

liaison between the boys and girls and the probation offices.

Testing was done- 'on an individual basis in each institution.

These included intelligence tests and reading tests.

The counselor at Friendly Gables held group counseling sessions

for about two weeks. The counselor at Lake Afton enrolled the boys

in summer school and kspt some of the necessary school records.

EVALUATION STRATEGY

The principal sources of evaluative data were reports fram

teachers and counselors. These professional personnel were given

the Student Record Form (see appendix) at the beginning of the program.

This form provided for demographic data, student progress reports, and

anecdotal records. In addition to this data, the Summer School Evalu-

ation Form (see appendix) was provided near the end of the program on
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which the professional personnel furnished information descriptive of

the program and other reactions.

In additton to the information provided on the above forms the

evaluator observed classes, interviewed children, teachers, and insti-

tutional supervisors to gain further information about the summer program.

Because of the high mobility of the residents of the institutions

and the short time involved in summer school, a pretest, posttest

objective measurement program was not conducted.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Pupil Nta

The following tables show the number of pupil participants, ages,

grade placement., and attendance.

TABLE 36

PUPIL PARTICIPATION IN DELINQUENT CHILDREN
SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

Institution

Friendly Gables

Lake Afton Boy's Ranch

Number of Pupils
(unduplicated count)

45

56

Total 101
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TABLE 37

AGES OF PARTICIPANTS IN DELINQUENT CHILDREN
SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

Ages Lake Aglau lkiftm04.2021ta

9 and under 1

10 and 11 3

12 and 13 16 7

14 and 15 35 26

16 and 17 1 11

Range 7-17 years (No information
Median 14 years on one pupil)

TABLE 38

GRADE PLACEMENT OF SUMMER SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS
DELINQUENT CHILDREN PROGRAM

Grade Lake Afton Fritendly Gable's

Under 5 2 1

5 - 6 9' 1

7 - 8 26 10

9 - 10 19 23

11 - 12 10

Range 1st-10th grade Range 6th-12th grade
Median 8th grade Median 9th grade

(No information
on one pupil)
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TABLE 39

NUMBER OF SUMMER SCHOOL DAYS'ATTENDED BY PUPILS

IN DELINQUENT CHILDREN PROGRAM

(Total possible was 38)

Ils1.2_21_12axa
Lake Afton

im-4^-21" r.0,1^0,wi.4.1=1.1.z Ly wcg...;

1 - 3

4 ,. 6

7 - 9

10

8

7

3

12

9 .

10 - 12 9 4

13 - 15 , I 3

16 - 18 7 4

19 - 21 2 -. 1

22 - 24 1 3*

25 - 27 1 3 .

28 -' 30 1 2

31 - 33 0

34 - 36 0

37 - 39 9

Range 1-38 days Range 3-33 days

Median 12 da s Median 10 da s

The varied ages, grade levels, and the high mobility rate of the

residents of the institutions is readily apparent from 'these descrl.ptive

tables ind statistics. It is for ehese reasons that small classes and

flexibirity of scheduling.were A 'necessity.

Teacher Ratings of Pupil Progress

Because of the wide range of educational levels, the highly mobile

population, and the relatively short term summer school, measureuent
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of pupil progress was of a subjective nature. The teacher ratiags,

while very broad and very general, gave some indication of student

progress in the summer program. Table 40 contains the results of

the ratings of pupils who were in attendance five or more days.

TABLE 40

TEACHER RATTNGS OF PUPIL PROGRESS IN
DELINQUENT CHILDREN SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

Ratims
Not Slightly *Greatly No

Imatgam Imyroved Improved Improved Rating

Lake Afton 8 33 0 3

Friendly Gables' -15 27 2 1

Institutional Supervl.sor Interview. Analvsits

The supervisor of each institution was interviewed by the evaluanr

to obtain her reaction to the summer.school program. The form used by

the evaluator is shown in the Appendix.

The supervisors were very cooperative during the summer school pro-

gram. They mere enthusiastic about the prograni and wished to continue

almost all phases of the school.

The supervisors felt that all the summer school subjects were of

value to their residents. The one subject which they considered most

valuable was corrective reading. One supervisor felt that the counsel-

ing program was not needed in the institution because of the availa-

bility of social mrkers, probation officers, and personnel within the

institution. One supervisor felt that while arc mos of value, more

residents would profit from music.
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In the opinion of the supervisors, the reaction of the institutional

residents to summer school was very favorable.

The dominant feature wtich kept entering the responses of the

supervisors to questions were the highly qualified teachers and the

individual attention received by the residents. These two factors were

considered to be mainly responsible for the success of the program.

Sone of the responses of supervisors are quoted below:

"Greatest thing that has happened -- has been of great

benefit." (corrective reading)

Ve really needed reading."

"Ote student with low reading ability now has confidence --

reads magazines after school hours,"

Vo problems encountered."

"Always beneficial -- the children enjoy it." (physical

iducetion)

"Should be scheduled in the morning." (physical education)

"They like to work with their hands and create things." (art)

1Maybe one or two have benefited -- those who have talent

in that direction." (art)

"Yes they really enjoy this -- all girls." (homemaking)

"I mould like to have the shop going constantly." (industrial

arts)

"The boys made so many things. They are anxious to work."

(industrial arts)

"Has relieved me of some of my work load." (counselor)
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"Must work with probation offices." (counselor)

"Tried group counseling -- it didn't work."

"Summer program is very beneficial. I have noticed a lot

of change fnom when we didn't have this program. The boys

are less restless."

"It is more important to have summer program than winter."

"Pupils are real excited about shawing parents their

reading papers."

"Residents can go back to regular school now where they

couldn't otherwise."

"The individual attention is great."

Student itc.as..t.,i_.on

Two residents from each institution wore interviewed by the evalu-

ator to got their reaction and general feeling about summer school.

The residents wre asked to name their favorite summer school subject;

the subject which they liked least; the subject which they thought would

help them most when they returned to regular school; what they liked

best about overall summer school and what they liked least.

The favorite subjects for the girls were typing and homemaking.

The boy's preference was the shop course.

One student stated that he liked reading the least,-and one liked

physical education the least. The other two said they liked all sub-

jects.
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Reading was chosen as the subject which the students felt would

help them most in regular school.

The students seemed appreciative that summer school activities

were available to them. They also felt they could learn more because

of the individual help which they received.

Technqumlud Proce4ures considussi giancticia Effective

Following are some techniques and procedures listed by teachers

and counselors which they considered to have been particularly ef-

fective during summer school:

The counselor talked to boys outside the office setting, such

as helping him with a ehop project or simply taking walks over

the ranch. Communication was more effective in these informal

settings.

Students who worked to capacity and took pride in achieving

fine workmanship in irdustrial arts were rewarded with pen

sets, a base, and a sub-base to make a desk set.

Games were used in teaching of reading anytime they would serve

the particular purpose.

Papers (reading) mere kept in individual folders and grades

and rewards given on the basis of this folder.

Use of the "Mini-Tramp" in physical education.

Boys made pleasing abstract designs on wall plaques fram scraps

of wood.
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Group work in counseltag was considered by counselor to be very

effective.

Motivation and participation were better when the girls were

allowed to select their activities. A rest period helped to

sustain interest and gave the physical education teacher an

opportunity to know the girls better and to have a greater

understanding of their problems.

Three students enrolled in typing were non-readers and did

not know the alphabet. These students were drilled on the

alphabet as they learned to strike the keys. They were en-

couraged to hit the key and say the letter they typed. After

striking the key, they were asked to draw the letter on a

piece of sandpaper with their finger and to say the letter

as they drew it.

Atka Advantages

The major advantages of the summer school program as cited by the

professional personnel involved were:

The reading program writs most helpful with its individual instruc-

tion and participation.

The opportunity was present to give the student much more

individual attention than in regular large class sessions.

The summer program provided these pupils with worthwhile activities

during the summer without the threat of failure.
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The environment was flexible and unstructured enough that the

pupils did not seem to react toward school with the saue attitude

as taward regular school.

The pupils found acceptance in school and were allowed a freedom

of expression.

The summer program gave the pupils a chance to prepare for ehe

regular school term.

Major Problem Areas

Some of the problems cited by teachers were:

Lack of adequate physical facilities. Storage space for materials

was needed. The counselor needs a private room or office for

interviewing and counseling. (Friendly Gables)

The counselor's role was not clearly defined.

Lack of adequate teacher orientation to the rules and regulations

of the institutions.

Physical education classes scheduled in the heat of ehe after-

noon. Class should be broken into smaller units and shorter

ttme rather than all in one class for a two hour period.

A coordinator of the educational program within the institution

is needed.

Absences from class were a major problem. Students were called

out of class to talk to counselor or probation officer. Some

students went to caup for two weeks.
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More typewriters are needed.

Lack Of time for'a large Portion of students to continue their

studies because of short terms.

TiMe lag is too great between time of ordering materials and

delivery of materials.

Sat weather.

The main problem was the extreme range of abilities.

SUMMARY

Most of the objectivea of the program were apparently met. Pro-.

grani and services,were provided. 1.1any teachers and counselors

reported tmproved adjustment primarily because of opportunities for

communication with the pupils. Because of the educational programs

pffered .reentzrinto regular.school should be easier.for most pupils.

The major problems seemed to be the mobility of the residents and

the lgek oftime for pre-planning and coordination among the teachers.

This latter, factor,is caused primarily by the short time period between

the end of the regular school term and the beginning of the summer

school term.

Teachers, students, and institutional supervisory personnel seem

enthusiastic about the programs and felt that with few modifications

the prograim should Continue during subsequent summers.
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NEGLECTED CHILDREN SUMNER SCHOOL PROGRAM

The provisions of ESEA P.L. 89-10 Title I as amended by P.L. 89-750

included projects to meet the special educational needs of children

living in institutions for neglected and/or dependent children. The

institutions served under this program were Booth Mamorial Hospital,

Maude Carpenter Children's Home, Phyllis Wheatley Children's Home, and

the Wichita Children's Home.

The Booth Memorial Hospital maintains a home and hoSpital for preg-

nant girls. It is a priVate agency which has financial assistance from

the United Fund and the Salvation Army. The regular educational program

at Booth Manorial is administered through the Department of Special Edu-

cation, Wichita Public Schools.

The Maude Carpenter Children's Houe is a licensed private agency,

with United 'Fund assistance, which provides 24-hour care for dependent

and neglected children ages three through sixteen. The children from

the hone attend the Wichita Public Schools during the regular school year.

The Phyllis Wheatley Children's Home is a licensed private agency,

participating in the United Fund. The home provides 24-hour care for

dependent and neglected children, ages two through sixteen. The home

also operates a day nursery for children ages three through five whose

parents are working and cannot pay the full costs of child care.

The Wichita Children's Home provides 24-hour care for boys ages two

through twelve and girls ages two through eighteen. The home also pro-

vides teuporary care for children who must live away from their faudlies.

The home receives referrals from the Sedgwick County Juvenile Court,
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Sedgwick County Welfare Department, Kansas State Department of Social

Welfare, or by application to the superintendent of the school by private

persons.

The Neglected Children Summer School Program, an eight week session,

war organized to help meet the educational and social needs of these insti-

tutionilized children. The professional personnel involved in the programs

identified the primary needs of the residents as: (1) the need for activities

to be available to residents during the summer months; (2) opportunities for

instruction and activities in the areas of music, arts and crafts, and physi-

cal education; and (3) development of positive attitudes and improvement of

self-concepts.

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide educational programs and activities during the

summer for residents of the institutions.

To enrich specific areas of inEtitutional living as measured

by participation in the activities provided.

To improve the social and emotional adjustment of the institu-

tional residents through the development of positive attitudes

and improved self-concepts.

PROCEDURES

To attain the objeCtives of this program, activities and services

were provided during an eight week period. Table 41 shows the activities

and services provided at each institution.
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TABLE 41

sumeR SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
FOR NEGLECTED CHILDREN

Acttvities and Services
Business Physical

liglisatism. Agt. fidgmujjal Homemakita Music Education

Booth Memorial X X

Maude Carpenter X X X

Phyllis Iheatley X X X

Wichita Children's X X

Home

All of the above services were of an instructional nature. A total

of seven professional persons were employed for eight weeks to provide

the listed services. Table 42 shows the number employed in each area,

the number'of hours per day that each of the persons was employed, and

the total number of hours of instruction or services provided in each

area.

TABLE 42

AMOUNT OF INSTRUCTION AND SERVICE PROVIDED TO

PUPILS IN THE SUMMER PROGRAM FOR NEGLECTED CHILDREN

Activity

Number of Hours Per Day Total

Persons Employed Each Person Served Bourtlerlay.

Art 1 4 4

Business 1 2 2

Homemaking 1 2 2

Music 2 2-4 6

Physical Education 2 2-4 6
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The sumner program utilized the facilities within the institutions.

The professional personnel traveled to the institutions to provide the

listed services.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Art

Art media were explored in a creative manner. The children wel:e

divided into small groups to better develop personal contacts. Much

*fine was 4pealt getting the children to acquire more independence in

working ulth creative tools and materials. Projects included puppets,

clay people, animals and designs, watercolors, hooked.rugs, tempera

painting, paper mache, and construction paper work.

BUsiness Education

Businesi education was offered only at sooth Memorial Hospital.

the business education program was designed to offer the girls courses
1

that wuld enable them to continue their education while at.Booth.

The courses offered were typing I and II, bookkeeping,4nd short-

hand. The personal aspect of all courses was stressed. PrOjects were

chosen to meet the need of,the particular student.

Some girls enrolled in shorthand and typing worked on drills to

increase speed and accuracy while others asked for practice on manu-

script typing and office production problems such as letters, busiuess

forms, and telegrams.

The bookkeeping class completed nineteen chapters in the text

plus a practice set.
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Homemaking

The courses offered in homemaking at Booth Memorial were child care

and clothing. Both courses offered high school credit.

Music

The music program was planned to be one of enrichment and recre-

ation. Concepts in music were introduced when the success of the

various activities depended on a few basics.

The program consisted principally of singing activities, playing

instruments,, creative activities, rhythms, and films.

The children sang fun, action, and folk songs, and sang to the

accompaniment of guitar and autoharp. Each child played percussion

instruments (drum, castiners, tambourine, maracos, etc.). Several

students played the autoharp and guitar.

Creative activities involved the writing of Haiku poetry and

setting it to music using the pentatonic scale. Rhythm compositions

were written using the rhythmic sounds of the children's names.

Children who showed a special talent and interest were given

some training in the area of talent and interest.

Physical Education

"-ysical education activities included in this program were:

softball, kickball, bombardment, relays, scooters, badminton, table

tennis, croquet, tumbling, four-square, rope jumping, volleyball,

circle games. Health education films were also used.
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EvALumon sTRATEGy

The principle sources of evaluative data were reports from teachers

and counselors. These professional personnel were given the Student

Xecord Form (see appendix) at the beginning of the program. This form

provided for demographic data, student progress reports, and anecdotal

records. In addition to these data, the Sumner School Evaltiation Form

(ime appendix) was provided near the end of the program on which the

professional personnel furnished information descriptive of the program

and, reactions to the program.

The evaluator observed classes, interviewed Children, tefchers,

ahd institutional supervisors co gain further infornation about the

summer activities.

BecavAle of the mobility of the residents of the institUtions, the

type of imogrsm, and the ohort time involved in sumner school, -a pretest,

posttest Objective measurement program was not conducted.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

mil Batik
a

The following tables show the number of pupil participints; the

rdnges and medians of age, grade placement, and attendance.
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TABLE 43

PUPIL PARTICIPATION IN NEGLECTED
CHILDREN SUMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

Institution

Booth Memorial Hospital

Maude Carpenter Children's Home

Phyllis Wheatley Children's Home

Michita Children's Home

Total

Number of Pupils
(unduplicated count)

20

26

44

39

129

ve.011/triov, 11Watelnv".......A.IA

TABLE 44

ACE RANGES AND MEDIANS OF PARTICIPANTS
IN NEGLECTED CHILDREN SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

Institution

Booth Memorial

Naude Carpenter

Phyllis Wheatley Children's Home

Wichita Children's Home

Ranz_s

14 - 22 yr.

Median

17.5 yr.

6 - 14 12

4 - 15 10

5 - 13 8

TABLE 45

GRADE PLACEMENT RANGES AND MEDIANS OF SUMMER
SCHOCC PARTICIPAM IN NEGLECTED CHILDREN SUMNER PROGRAM

Institution

Booth Memorial

Maude Carpenter

Phyllis Wheatley Children's Home

Wichita Children's Home

Range

9th - H.S. Grad.

1st - 9th

Median

12.5

6th

pre-school - 10th 3rd

pre-school - 8th 2nd
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TABLE 46

RANGES AND PEDIANS OY NUMBER OF DAYS ATTENDED BY
PUPILS IN NEGLECTED CHILDREN SUMMER PROGRAM

InstitutioA Range Median

Booth Memorial 1 - 23 6

Maude Carpenter 5 - 38 31

Phyllis Wheatley Children's Hme 3 - 38 30

Wichita Children's Home 7 - 38 35

From the above information in Tables 44 and 45 it can be seen

that there was a wide range of ages and grade placements. This re-

quired much flexibility in scheduling which the teachers and the

institutional personnel apparently accomplished.

At Booth Memorial some girls were not sdheduled in class five

days a meek. Some girls were enrolled in school who were classified

as out-patients rather than being full time hospital residents. Some

of this latter group had transportation and scheduling diffiCulties

which affected their attendance. These factors combine to reduce the

attendance figure for Booth Memorial as shown by Table 46. In the

other institutions the attendance was relatively good. Some residents

went to summer camp for a week which reduced attendance figures.

utEL.,itt mums of Pupil Progress

Teachers were asked to rate each, student at the end of the program

in three categories: not

proved. Tables 47 gives

improved; slightly improved; or greatly im-

the results of a composite of these ratings:
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TABLE 47

TEACHER RATINGS OF PUPIL PROGRESS IN
NEGLECTED CHILDREN SUMMER PROGRAM

Not Slightly Greatly. Not
ImDroved ImEad ImEati Rated

Booth Memorial 3 10 3 4

Maude Carpenter * 1 15 1

Phyllis Wheatley Children's Home 5 29 6 4

Wichita Children's Moue 4 19 16 0

Total 13 73 26 17

* s available in art only.

For reasons cited previously in this report, ueasureuent of pupil

progress was of a subjective nature. Table 47 gives a general indica-

tion of student progress during fhe program. HOst students were rated

as slightly:improved. Many of those rated not improved had Ohort terms

of attendance.

Student Interview Analysis

Two students each from Maude Carpenter and Phyllis Wheatley were

interviewed by the evaluator to get student reaction to summer school.

The general student reaction toward the program was good. Tte boys

interviewed preferred physical education over music and art and the

girls seemed to prefer uusic over the others. More important than what

they said however, was their observable apparent positive attitude to-

ward the program in general. They seemed to feel they were learning

as well as having a pleasant experience.
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Institutional Supervisor Interview AnaLysis

The.SupervisorAfaach institution'was interviewed by the evaluator.

lp,ctlpupervisor wAS asked theviestions on the Institutional Supervisors

19:44,04,ew .Forun ,(see Appendix) zw4ich Applied to their summerschool pro-

4f4m4 The supervisorsAmere given-opportunities to give realistic eval-

Native reactions to Iheprograne. They were enthusiastic about the value

94111mmer school. Very little criticism was voiced. Quotes from'the

441Wviews are listed:

"In an institution such as ours, children need to play

together and Participate together. Our physical education

progiam is helping to do this."

"The physical education program is helping them imimove

ti)eir.skills. One boy hadn't done well in regular school

physical education program. Through the program this isummer

hie bits.learned that he can do many of the physical skills."

"No problems encountered." 3
,

is good for our children to have this time for,physical

edu.cation undet trained supervision."
'

i'The children are very enthusiastic about the art 'prpgram.

They3 have learned to match colors, paint, etc."

1

r

'The children are learning to be more creative."

"The teacher allows them to use their imaginationd.".

can see evidence of good work when I visit thw kit classes."

"The children are learning to appreciate good .musi)c"

_Ihrhe children love the musical instruments. They i)lay them

many times outside,of music class."

%""It (music) is the most wonderful program we have had."
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Small class size contributed to the success of the program

in homemaking.

Girls in typing were given opportunities to work on problems

which they requested. This gataged tm Javolnp int"rest to

the extent that their completed work was neat, correct, and

on time. The girls would hand in more than the assigned

work, and would work in the classroom before and after class.

Maior, Problem Areas

The major problems cited by those directly involved in the summer

school program are listed:

Because of the diversity of the summer programs, even with-

in institutions, scheduling of classes and students was

listed as a problem.

Inadequate physical facilities for classes and storage of

equipment and supplies.

Lag time fram ordering of supplies to delivery of supplies.

A few classes (music) were too large to do individual work.

IWUNChigAMMUURIAMOISBESI. School

Following are the advantages most frequently uentioned by the

professional personnel:

It gave the children something worthwhile to do with their

time. A quote fram a teacher illustrates this point: "An

eighth grader told me that he liked the music classes because

it gave him something to look forward to each day."
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"The children in music classes are always anxious to perform."

"The music helps some of our problem children -- one problem

boy is now the music teacher helper in music."

"The children like the sumer prognam real well. T. helps

them utilize their time."

"The children like the summer program. The few wbn attend

regular summer classes off-cauput feel they have missed something

by not being able to sc:tedule the classes we have here."

"The individual attention which the children receive is a

great factor contributing to the success of the program."

"Individual attention helps greatly."

"The attitude and interest of the teachers has contributed

much."

"Small classes have been a great factor in.the success of

the program."

"I can't praise the program enough."

"Real sold on the whole program -- a definite asset to the

total institutional program."

"I hone the program can continue fill- many years tb come."

Techniques Ansi Procedures Considered Particularly Effective

The following were cited by teachers as being particularly effective

during the sumner school:

One pupil in music was very interested in electronics. He

had constructed an electronic oscillator. The ospillator

was used in conjunction with tape recorders to create an

electronic music composition. The junior high group was

highly motivated by this activity.
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The summer activities can enrich their lives because most

of the activities can be continued outside of class.

It provided the pupils an opportunity to gain skills with-

ofit the thrat of a graAe.

At Booth Nerwrial the girls could earn credit to help

keep them at their grade level.

The summer program (clothing and business education at

Booth) gave several girls a chance to review and refine

skills they could use after they leave the hospital.

Working with the boys and girls every day rather than

once each week (as in the wiiater program).

The summer school equipped the child to be more successful

in regular school-year classes.

SUITIARY

The objectives of the program were:

1. To provide educational program and activities during the

summer for residents of the institutions.

2. To enrich specific areas of tnstitutional living as measured

by participation in the activities provided.

3. To tmprove tht social and emotional adjustment of the

institutional residents*through the development of positive

attitude and self-concepts.
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The objectives' appai.ently were attained in most.cities: Educational

programs and activities Were provided: Participation in the program by

the residents was good. In the opinion of the teachers and institutional

supervisory personnel improvement in social and emotional adjustment was

apparent in many cases.

The major feature of the program was the provision of enrichment

and educational activities for children who would not otherwise receive

this advanidge.

The major problem cited by the professional personnel was the lack

of good physical facilities for classroom work. This could be expected

since mit of the ingtitUtions -were licit de'signed with piovisions for

classroom work and equipment sioiage space:

SiUdnis,'teaCheiS,'and-institutiOnal personnel:felt that the

-

program was very desirable and sfiould be continued and expanded.
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POST-KINDERGARTEN

A post-kindergarten program was conducted during the sunnier to

provide pre-reading activities to pupils needing additional instruc-

tion before entering first grade. A eurricuIdm of developnental

'activities emphasizing language development was presented. similar

programs had been conducted during the summers of 1966 and 1967.

OBJECTIVES

I. To'increase vocabulary and ability to communicate verbally.

2. To inprove verbal end non-verbal concept levels.

3. To improve non-verbal expression;

4. To inprove visual and auditory discrimination.

5. To inprove the self-concept.

6. To enable children to establish and maintain desirable

classroom relationships.

7. To inprove the physical and nutritional health of children.

PROCEDURES

A total of forty-four classes with teachers selected from the

regular staff of primary teachers were established in Title I elementary

schools. Some teachers taught two classes of pupils, and other 'teachers

taught one class. Classroom aides were employed to assist the teachers.

Pupils needing additional pre-reading experiences were selected by

teachers and principals. A total of 528 pupils were enrolled. Instruc-

tion was provided in classes averaging twelve in number, two hours daily

for six weeks.
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A variety of learning experiences utilizing varied media were

provided. Emphasis was placed upon language development. Activities

included dhe following: ,creative picture interpretation, pupil-

dictated stories, listening to stories, practice with meaningful

language patterns, non-verbal activities including art and music, and

physical and nmtritional activities.

EVALUATION STRATEGY

No tests Tomre used in the evaluation of this part of the Title I

project. The principal sources of evaluative data were records, a

post-kindergarten checklist, and teachers' responses to questKons.

The checklist and questions to teachers were contained on the "Post-

Kindergarten Evaluation Sheet" completed by teachers at the end of

the prc 7am. A copy of the instrument is included in the appendix.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Twenty-seven completed evaluation sheets representing twenty-Seven

classes were returned by post-kindergarten teachers. The teachers

checked the appropriateness of the program's goals and activities and

the numbers of pupils making progress in the classes. Results of

these are shown in Tables 48 and 49.
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TABLE 48

RESPONSES OF TEACHERS CONCERNING APPROPRIATENESS
OF 1968 POST-KINDERGARTEN GOALS AND ACTIVITIES

Goal or Activity

Number

w
4.1 4.3

43) vi
.1.4

O 09-1$4 $40ri .14 41/ 04 04 CD
14 > 0 0 4.)
0. Os ri p, Hr4 0 01J04'-40.4 14 14 al Cu CI 4.0
Ci. Cts r4 03 bp al 44 ta

r4 Oa 04 0 0 .14 CO 1-1
4C 14 H 6:0

Creative picture interpretation 15

Pupil-dictated stories 8

Literature appreciation 14

Practice with meaningful language patterns 15

Building vocabulary 18

Improved articulation and enunciation 6

Acceptance of self; establishing self-worth 14

Building meaningful social relationships 11

Acceptance of errors; openness to experience 6

Non-verbal expressian (art, rhythm, etc.) 10

Sharpened visual and auditory discrimination 16

Likenesses and differences in visual and oral media 13

Mathematical concepts of size, position, time 14

Successful learner behavior 13

Observation skills-generalization about environment 6

Physical coordination 5

Body development and exercise 5

Nutritional program 4

Health habits, body care 5

12

14

12

11

7

14

12

16

17

14

11

13

11

11

21

21

17

10

17

5

1

2

7

1

2

3

2

1

1

4

8

5

2

1

2

1

2

1

3
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TABLE 49

RESPONSES OF TEACHERS CONCERNING PUPIL PROGRESS
IN 1968 POST-RINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

Goal or Activity

Number

M M MM
M M M M
W W W
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144
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*4
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Creative picture interpretation 6 3 16 2

Pupil-dictated stories 8 9 7 3

Literature appreciatian 9 9 9

Practice with meaningful language patterns 2 8 14 3

Building vocabulary 10 16 1

Improved articulation and enunciation 6 8 12 1

Accepcance of self, establishing self-worth 3 5 16 3

Building meaningful social relationships 3 7 13 3 1

Acceptance of errors, openness to experience 3 4 14 3 3

Non-verbal expression (art, rhythm, etc.) 1 11 10 5

Sharpened visual and auditory discrimination 9 14 4

Likenesses and differences in visual and oral media 2 3 19 2 1

Methemetical concepts of size, position, time 2 10 13 2

Successful learner behavior 2 8 13 2 2

Observation skills-generalization about environment 2 10 13 2

Physical coordimtion 3 4 14 6

Body development and exercise 4 3 14 6

Nutritional program 4 5 9 2 7

Health habits, body care 7 4 13 1 2
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Data in Table 48 indicate that teachers completing evaluation

sheets almost unanimously agreed to the appropriateness of the program's

goals and activities. A notable exception was the nutritional part

of the program where opinions were more sharply divided. Data in

Table 49 indicate that teachers felt that substantial numbers of pupils

made progress during the post-kindergarten experience. There were

8 - 12 pupils reported as making progress in about half of the classes.

Teachers were asked to indicate how much value they felt the

teacher aides were in the post-kindergarten program. Fourteen dif-

ferent teachers' responses were available. Seven of the responses

were in the "Much" category and six were in the "Moderate" category.

One teacher checked "Little," and no teacher checked "None." Teachers

indicated that the aides assisted in a variety of tasks related to

preparation of materials and working directly with children.

A coordinator was employed for the six-week session. When teachers

were asked to rate the value of the help they received from the coor-

dinator, eight responded with "Much" and five with "Moderate." Two

teachers responded with "Little," and no teacher checked "None" or

"Detrimental." The ways the coordinator assisted with the program were

related to assisting in the orientation of teachers, the providing of

instructional materials, and providing suggestions.

The length of time per day for pupils in the 1968 post-kindergarten

program was two hours. Teachers were asked to give their opinions

regarding the optimum length of time per day for such a program. Seven

teachers felt two hours was the optimumsand eight felt three hours

was the optimum.
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One question asked teachers was "How much value do you feel that

some type of food or refreshment provided daily is to the Post-

Kindergarten program?" Thirteen teachers' responses were available.

Four cherkAA "M.wh," three checked "Moderate" and one checked "Little."

Three teachers checked "None," and two checked "Don't know."

COMMENTS ON RESUIXS

A total of 528 children received post-kindergarten instruction

during the summer of 1968. This number compares with a total of 814

post-kindergarten pupils enrolled in the 1967 session.

The program objectives were the saue as those for the 1967 program.

As was the case last summer, teachers almost unanimously rated each

of the nineteen goals and activities that were closely related to pro-

gram objectives as being appropriate to the needs of children in the

program. Also, the teachers reported that a large number of children

made progress on each of the goals and activities.

Most of the teachers for whom questionn4ire responses were avail-

able indicated that the services of the aides were of value. Also,

the coordinator was perceived as being helpful. Optnion was divided

concerning the optimum length of time per day for a post-kindergarten

program and concerning the value of the nutritional part of the program.
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ytMWARD BOUND

Pupils living in law income areas often are deprived of partici-

pation in summer activities such as crafts, recreational hobbies, club

activities, leadership opportunities, and camping activities. Unless

the leisure time of young persons is channeled into productive activi-

ties, lessening of the self-concept, aimlessness and delinquency may

result. The successful camping program initiated in the summer of 1967

ues repeated. The program was designed to provide residential camping,

learning, and citizenship experiences for pupils in grades 6 - 9 who

might not otherwise participate in such activities. Attention was

given to worthwhile leisure time activities, citizenship, and health.

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide acttvities that lead to the worthy use of

leisure tine.

2. To provide desirable experiences for promotion of

citizenship development

3. To promote good health habits leading to health iuprove-

uent.

PROCEDURES

The Yours lien's Christian Association mus delegated the responsi-

bility of operating the camping program at Camp Wood located near

Elmdale, Kansas. An experienced resident camp director was assisted

by camp counselors, junior counselors, cooks, nurse and other sup-

portive personnel.
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Participants were selected by a coordinator upon recommendations of

school principals and school counselors. Tuition was paid, by contract,

to the YMCA from Title I funds. The length of camping experience for

each pupil was two weeks.

A structured program of activities included outdoor activities

emphasizing sports, cabin activities emphasizing crafts, and general

activities emphasizing group participation. Specific activities avail-

able to pupils were horseback riding, swimming, canoeing, fishing, bow

and rifle shooting, hiking, softball, skits, etc. Opportunities for

leadership, competition, and development of self-concept were provided.

Campers were allowed to choose activities, and both individual and

group instruction were given. Some group participation was required.

Health improvement was given careful consideration. Medical examinations

were required of all participants prior to admittance to the program.

A nurse was in residence, and a camp physician wras on call, .Pupils

received a balanced diet while at camp. Transportation to and from

camp was furnished to participants.

EVALUATION STRATEGY

No tests were used in the evaluation of ehis part of the Title I

project. Non-test sources of evaluative data included participation

statistics, check lists completed for each camper, and anecdotal infor-

'illation. The program was designed to increase opportunity, participation,

4

and skill development. It was assumed that participation in the program

would contribute to worthwhile use of leisure time, citizensfiip responsi-

bility, and improvement of health. A copy of the check list completed for

each camper during his last two days of caup is included in ehe appendix.
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PRESENTATION OF DATA

While the attainment of desirable changes in pupils' attitudes,

habits, and health was the long range goal of the camping program,

the immediate success of the program was revealed in part by the extent

of participation.

Approximately 3200 contacts were made initially to alert pupils

to the camping program. In all, 305 enrollments were completed, of

whieh 290 actually participated. Three sessions were held. Tables 50

and 51 give a breakdown of the participants accordins to sex, session

attended, and age.

The camp staff was responsible for observing specific behavioral

changes and grawth patterns and for completing a check list for each

camper during his last two days at camp. Completed check lists were

returned for most of the caupers. A camp counselor checked each of

the campers "yes" or "no" according to whether or not the camper had

attained each of the short range goals related to attitudes and habits

that the program was designed to develop.

While some campers were checked as having attained all of the

goals listed, no single goal was attained by all of the participants.

All of the campers for wham check lists were examined had attained

some of the goals that were listed. Table 52 shows the short range

goals and the percent of participants checked as having attained the

goals.
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TABLE 50

EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION IN TITLE I
FORWARD BOUND PROGRAM

Boys' Girls' Total

Date of Camp Attendance Attendance Attendance

June 16 - June 30 44 22 66

June 30 - July 14 28 37 65

Aug. 11 - Aug. 24 85 74 159

Total 157 133 290

TABLE 51

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS BY AGE
IN TITLE I FORWARD BOUND PROGRAM

Age Boys Girls Total

10 7 6 13

11 60 46 106

12 45 41 86

13 25 34 59

14 14 4 18

15 6 2 8

Total 157 133 290
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TABLE 52

RESULTS OF CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATION OF THE
TITLE I FaRWARD BOUND PROGRAM

N=239

1. Activities

Description
".".J1'OINYMNP.

Percent
Attaining

leading to the worthy use of leisure time

a. Participation with some proficiency in at least 3 outdoor sports 867.

b. Completion of at least 3 cabin activities 907
c. Participation in at least one evening program 867.
d. Demonstration of ability to use time wisely without coercion 627.

2. Experiences promoting citizenship development

a. Planning cooperatively for outdoor and cabin activities 82%
b. Participation in coeducational activities 827
c. Participation in flag ceremonies 947.

d. Attendance at religious activities according to personal preference 92%
e. Display of respect for camp leaders 807.

f. Following camp regulations 827.

g. Assuming responsibility for own conduct 707.

3. Habits leading to health improvement

a. Daily attention to proper grooming of hair, teeth, hands, & body 807.

b. Keeping cabin and camp area neat, clean, and free of refuse 76%
c. Practice of safety particularly with water activities & camp fires 90%
d. Eating adequate balanced diet 847.

e. Refraining from wasting food 867.

f. Reporting accidents promptly for treatment 827.

g. Practice of regular exercise 907.

h. Getting adequate rest 887.

i. Demonstration of pride and concern about personal health 727.

Majority of the campers were cooperative and profited from the two weeks camp-

ing experience.
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There was a place for anecdotal information on the lower part of

xhe checklist form used in evaluating each camper's perfornance.

groviding anecdotal information was optional. Comments appeared on

the form for many of dhe campers. As might be expected, there was

,Riuch.variety in the length and content of the statements. Some cited

examples of progress, others cited the lack of progress. Problems

lhat were experienced by sone of the canpers were listed. Varying

4egrees of responsibility shown by the canpers were noted. Some exerted

tleadership; others were lacktng in initiative and responsibility.

AVverall,.it appeared that a large majority of the canpers wire cooper-

4tive and profited from the two weeks camping experience.

COMMENTS ON RESULTS

The objectives of the Forward Bound camping program related to

(1) the provision of experiences pertaining to worthy use of leisure

time and citizenship development and (2) the promotion of good health

habits. As in the case of last summer's program of a similar nature,

:le program's success may be judged in part by observing the extent of

participation and the coupletian of specific activities.

The fact that 290 boys and girls were provided two weeks of camp-

*ng experience supervised by competent amp counselors is noteworthy

Avidence: It is reasonable to assume that many, if not most, of them

would not have had the opportunity otherwise.
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The counselors furnished evidence of goal achievement in the form

of checklist and anecdotal information. Eighty percent or more of the

campers were reported to have attained sixteen of the twenty short range

goals planned to lead to worthy use nf leisure time, promote citizen-

ship development, and improve health. Over sixty percent were reported

to have achieved the remaining four goals.

Amounts of growth in children's habits and attitudes were not

neasured. The extent of lasting effect is not known. The influence

of the experience will vary from person to person. But, based upon

the number of participants and information supplied by counselors, the

Forward Bound camping program may be considered successful.
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION

Outdoor eeucation was included in the 1968 summer school as an

Aattempt to enhance pupils' learning and achievement through a study of

Attie natural environment. It was included as an extension of the class-

/17001M So that pupils might learn through observation.

OBJECTIVES

1. To develop an awareness of the natural environment.

2. To increase skills of observation.

3. To improve ability to classify objects according to common

characteristics.

4. To develop an inquiring attitude taward natural phenomena.

PROCEDURES

Nineteen teachers in twenty-one Title I elementary schools conducted

;twenty-six outdoor education classes for pupils in grade two. Prior to

ithe opening of summer school, orientation sessions were held for teachers

,to demonstrate methods of observation, classification and identification,

4uestioning and to suggest activities. Individual teachers.were free to

Structure classes according to the interest and needs of their students.

Classes usually centered around some project such as plant identification

leth supportive field trips or nature walks. In-classroom activities

Included discussions of the pupils' interests; discussions of planned

-nature walks; preparation of notebooks; classifying and mounting specimens;

vieWing of films and transparencies; listening to tapes or records; and

pse-of bibscope, microscope, and hand lens. An overnight camping experience

1
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was made available to the childrea. A prelininary copy of the course

outline is.included -1.1.1 the appendix.

EVALUATION STRATEGY

No standardized tests were used in the evaluation of ourdoor education.

Non-test sources of evaluation data included attendance records, an eval-

uation form completed at the close of summer school, and anecdotal records

submitted by the outdoor education teachers.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Twenty-six classes in outdoor education were conducted. These classes

net twenty-six times and were scheduled for two days at camp. Participation

statistics were available from twenty-four of these classes. Data from

these twenty-four classes are pmesented fn Table 53 . The figures concerning

AIM and ADA are of limited value since two classes are not included. Figures

presented for categories of percent of attendance, tardies, and camp atten-

daace probably would not be greatly altered if the other two classes were

added. It will be noted that the best class in percent of attendance had

more than nine of every ten students in attendance while the poorest class

had nearly six of every ten students in attendance. One class reported no

tardies. Amother reported seventy-eight. Camp participation was available

from twenty classes showing that from six to fourteen students took part

in the overnight camp experience.

Some teachers indicated they felt the classes should have been

scheduled from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon rather than from 8:00 a.m. to

10:00 a.m. Nany tardies in sone schools were a result of oversleeping.
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Other teachers felt the class was competing with Daily Vacation Bible

Sdhool and Park Board Recreation. Some students were involved in one of

these other activities.

TABLE 53

PARTICIPATION STATISTICS OF OUTDOOR EDUCATION SUMMER SCHOOL CLASSES

N = 24
Statistic Range Mean

Average Daily Membership
(all classes combined) 252-475 370.04

Average Daily Attendance
(all classes combined) 161-407 308.42

Ratio of ADA to ADM
(percent of attendance) 57.5-93.1 83.34

Tardies per class 0-78 23.83

Catty attendance per class (N=20) 6-14 10.5

TABLE 54

'FIELD TRIPS TAKEN BY OUTDOOR EDUCATION STUDENTS

Field Trip Number of Classes TakinkTrip

Riverside Park and Zoo 11

Santa Fe Lake 8

Nature walk around school yard 3

Johnston's keach Orchard 3

WSU Education Center 2

Nursery 2

Oak Park 2

Friends University Museum 2

Pet Store 1

Lake (not named) 1

Woodland Park 1

Rogers Nursery 1

Arkansas River 1

Private Rock Collection (private home) 1

Total 39
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Table 54 shows the places visited by the outdoor education classes.

Transportation was reported by some teachers to have been a source of

problems. Eight teachers used busses; ten used private automobiles with

the remainder not stating what mode of transportation used.

Teachers were asked which elements of the outdoor education classes

were of greatest value. Their responses are shown in Table 55.

TABLE 55

RESPONSES OF TEACHERS CONCERNING ELEMENT OF

OUTDOOR EDUCATION WHICH WAS OF GREATEST VALUE

N= 19
Area of Value Number of Teachers Selecting Each Response

Time to explore and discover 7

Camp 6

Observation of surroundinv 3

and environment

Firsthand experience with 3

nature objects

Since the source of responses to determine the elements of greatest

value for Table 55 was a free choice questinn, the various answers were

grouped into similar categories for clarity.

In addition to the transportation problem mentioned previously, other

problems were reported by some teachers. These problems mainly centered

around not receiving supplies that were requested. One teacher reported

having purchased supplies from her own money in order to have them at

points of peak class interest rather than wait for deliveries of supplies.
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Twenty teachers responded that the camp experience was a very worth-

while integral part of the outdoor education experience.

Four teachers made lists of things which children observed on a

nature walk taken the second day of school and another list of things

observed on the same walk taken near the end of school. Table 56 shaws

the comparisons.

TABLE 56

COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS BY FOUR CLASSES
AT BEGINNING AND END OF SUMMER SCHOOL

N = 4

Group
Number of Observations
Beginning End

Class A 28 55

Class B 19 36

Class C 15 '23

Class D 25 35

Total 87 149

Class observations increased slightly over seventy percent from the

beginning of the course to the end of the course, but probably more impor-

tant than the quantitative increase was the quality improveuent of obser-

vations. Examination of lists of observations show that in the beginning,

an observation might be a broad, general classification of some object;

for example, bird. At the end, the pupils were more discerning and more

detailed in their classifications. The "bird" was described in more detail

Ha small brown bird" or the specie might be named, "Robin." Later

observations were usually more refined or more descriptive.
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Soue comments were written by teachers concerning the outdoor educa-

tion classes. A few representative comments are included below:

"It was most rewarding to have a whole class full of girls who really
wanted to come to school every day."

"I would recommend aides for this program."

"We were concerned with improving our observatians of our surroundings.
We looked, felt, tasted, planted, buried, f/oated, sunk, heated, or
pounded objects found."

"I've never been so interested and excited about science before."

"The camp staff was just wonderful."

"If this program continues for the disadvantaged, I feel that much
can be accomplished through more social amenities in conjunction."

"I definitely feel this is a valuable program! The children were
so enthusiastic."

"My experiences with the Negro children were nothing less than pleasant."

Most teachers indicated they would welcome the opportunity to teach

outdoor education again and some expressed the feeling that it should be

made available to all students in elementary schools.

COMMENTS ON RESULTS

The stated objectives of the outdoor education classes seem to have

been met by class participants. Most comments by the teachers of the classes

were favorable, indicating ehat children had increased in their observational

skills, that they were more critical in their object classifications and

seemed to be more aware of their surroundings. Some classes turned in

excellent attendance records. Where class attendance was poor, there seems

to have been a factor of competition with other summer activities or a lack

of understanding on the part of parents. In summation, all objectives

apparently were attained to some degree.
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HOME REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

The home repair and improvement program, first initiated in

the summer of 1967, was designed and organized to provide boys living

in low-income target areas with practical skills needed to repair

and maintain private homes. Skills learned in the shops of selected

junior high schools were put into practice while working on the boys'

own homes. It was believed that supervised actual job experience

would fill tb- need for worthwhile summer experiences for low-income

boys who were too young to secure summer jobs and/or too unskilled

to work part-time.

OBJECTIVES

1. To train youth in the skills and approved practices used in

house construction, maintenance, and repair.

2. To provide practice of learned skills in a meaningful

situation while working on houses in the community.

3. To improve the economic value of houses and property.

4. To develop positive attitudes and pride in a well-kept house

and yard.

PROCEDURES

Junior high school students living in low-income target areas were

selected for the program by shop instructors, counselors, and principals.

Woodworking shops at four junior high schools served as skill training

centers. Most of the boys were ninth graders and were either fourteen

or fifteen years of age. Eight industrial arts teachers, two in each

school, worked with teams of boys. The skill training included problem
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solving, estimating, use of tools, and shop repair work. The practical

training and use of learned skills took place at the house sites.

Hours spent by the boys in the program were 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

Monday throligh Friday. The program extended over an eight-week period.

The field experience provided opportunities for boys to "learn by doing"

skills of painting, carpentry, fence repair, masonry, and yard beautification

An amount of $50.00 WAS allocated for supOlies for each of the projects.

In some cases property owners assisted with the purchase of supplies, but in

all cases the labor WAS performed without cost to the owners. Consultative

service pertaining to home maintenance and repair was provided by instructors

to property owners at their request.

Personal work-study allowances in the amount of $2.50 per day were pro-

vided to ninety-eight boys who participated in the program.

EVALUATION STRATEGY

No tests were used in the evaluation of this part of the Title I pro-

ject. Non-test sources of evaluative data included participation statistics

and the "Checklist for Evaluation of the Title I Home Improvement and Repair

Program." A copy of the checklist was completed at the end of the program

for each student. Kinds of information obtained from the completed forms

included understandings, descriptions of performance, attitudes taward house,

wmrk, self, and others, attendance information, and anecdotal information.

A copy of the checklist is presented in the appendix.
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PRESENTATION OF DATA

The follming tables and statements present summaries of information

obtained from the checklist used in the evaluation of the program.

TABLE 57

STUDENTS UNDERSTANDINGS AND ABILITIES AS SHOWN ON CHECKLIST
FOR EVALUATION OF THE 1968 TITLE I HOME REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

N = 98

Description of Knowledges
and Skills

Number of Responses Concerning
Extent of Understanding or Ability
None Little Moderate Much

Knows how to plan and estimate a
repair job 0 10 51 37

Understands the use of hand tools 0 6 49 43

Understands sequence of procedures in
painting (scraping, priming, painting,
cleanup) 0 2 46 50

Understands sequence of procedures in
general repair work 0 8 40 50

The information in the above table reveals that most of the boys in

the program were reported to have had at least "moderate" understanding

regarding the use of hand tools and the sequence of procedures in painting.

Slightly fewer were reported as having "moderate" understanding in planning

and estimating and of the sequence of procedures in general repair work.

It is reasonable to assume that some students entered the program with more

understanding and abiiity than others and that some students gained more

than others during the eight weeks.
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TABLE 58

STUDENTS' PERFORMANCE AS SHOWN CV CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATION
OF THE 1968 TITLE I HOME IMPROVEMENT AND REPAIR PROGRAM

N = 98

EREPIESOPIetill&
Description of Performance Yes No

Developed a plan for repair, improvement
and care of house and yard 81 17

Estimated and computed the labor cost of
house improvement 83 15

Es,timated and computed the material costs of house
of:house improvement 84 14

Used anh properly cared for paint brushes 97

Has used hand tools in maintenance and repair work 98 0

The information in Table 58 shows that most of the boys performed the

tasks related to the program objectives. All boys except one used and

properly cared for paint brushes, and all boys used hand tools-in maintenance

and repair work.

As perceived and reported by the teachers (Table 59) the number of

boys with good attitudes toward their own houses, their work, self, and

others doubled during the time the program was in progress. It can be seen

that reported attitudes as indicated by parents were available for consid-

erably fewer students. However, a similar pattern of improvement is apparent

for those for whom the items on the evaluation form were checked. Most of

the parents contacted near the end of the program indicated they felt their

boys had good attitudes.
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TABLE 59

STUDENT ATTITUDES AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF
THE 1968 TITLE I MEE REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

N 98

Kind of Attitude
and

Person ObservingIn.,
Be innin of Pro ram

Left
Indif- Item

Good ferent Poor Blank

Left
Indif- Item

Good ferent Poor Blank

Toward Own House
As observed by the teacher 32 46 12 . 8 73 16 0 9
As indicated by parent 22 35 4 37 54 7 0 37

Toward Work
As observed by the teacher 32 39 23 4 76 18 2 2
As indicated by parent 25 21 12 40 51 6 0 41

Toward Self
As observed by the teacher 38 51 6 3 70 24 1 3
As indicated by parent 21 26 1 50 48 3 1 46

Toward Others
As observed by the teacher 32 53 11 2 69 24 3 2
As indicated by parent 15 28 4 51 43 6 0 49

Attendance information was reported by the teachers.

fifty-nine of the boys reported

It was reported that

to work on time every day. Twenty-one were

tardy only one day each. The largest number of days tardy was six, reported

for one boy only. It was reported that thirty-nine of the boys were present

every day. TWenty were present

every day but two.

every day but one while fifteen were present

Anecdotal information was furnished by

made by students about themselves, comments

comments made by parents, and comments made

the teachers in the form of comments

about students by fellow workers,

by the teachers themselves. Sone

of tLe comments by students, parents, and teachers are presented as follows:
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Comnents by Students

"I appreciate having a job for the summer; but it was surely hard work,
and I lost a lot of sleep."

"I didn't know there was so much about taking care of a house."

"I surely do appreciate the chance to work this sumer."

"Boy, this is harder work than I have ever done before. I guess this
is the first work I have ever done."

"This work is hard, but it is a lot of fun."

"I enjoyed the work. The painting was a challenge."

"I learned a lot of things I didn't know."

"There should be more cooperation on the crew, and there should be
more pay."

"This is a good summer program to keep students busy."

"It was fun except for getting up so early."

"This was a good deal. It taught me a lot of things that I can
use later."

"I liked the program, but I didn't like cleaning up paint."

Comnents About Fellow Workers by Students

"I liked working with because he isn't afraid to do the hard
work right along with you."

ft needs to learn more about painting windows and how to putty."

"He is a good worker, likes to paint."

11

mmlog.t.{.....C
was good at glazing windows and did his assigned job."

"1 don't like to work with because he always plays around and

then I get into trouble."

was a good worker and nice to boys who worked with him."11

11 works pretty good when there is plenty to do."

11

11

1 s work is okay, but he goofs off sometimes."

is a hard worker."
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Comments by Parents

"I thought the program was real nice. It helped the boys to learn to

work together and to learn to do a good job."

"1 think the program was very beneficial, learned a lot about

the upkeep of a house."

"The program was very worthwhile. The boys did learn some, and it

kept them busy."

"I think it was a good thing for the boys in that they learned some

things most boys never learn."

"I thought it was real good for the boys."

"I think the-program was good. It taught my son how to be regular,

work with others, and think for himself."

4 think this is a good program for boys this age and older. It not

only gives them something to do, but it is something they can learn

which will benefit them all their lives in their awn homes regardless

of what occupation they choose."

has learned a lot by working in this program this summer. He

has done a few things around the house.

Comments by Teachers

never missed a day of work, and he seemed to enjoy being with

the boys. His work was sloppy at first, but it improved with time."

takes pride in his work andaklways seems to do it to the best

of his ability. He gets along well with others, and the other students

like him."

"I havy enjoyed working with this past year. He has been one of

the first boys who really showed an interest in the program."

was a good worker, did an excellent job as a painter."

could do real good work. Sometimes he was a little slow in

going to work."

" was indita.rent taward the program."

liked to be there and be a part of Ole program, but he didn't

work too well."

It did a real good Job. He was interested and worked hard."
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was a slow worker but stayed with his assigned job."

has been helped by this program. Working with the other boys
has helped."

gets along well with other kids. He did good work, seemed to
enjoy it, and also learned a great deal."

has improved a great deal in the last few weeks. He has a
positive attitude."

The comnents by the students as reported by the teachers are indicative

of favorable attitudes for the most part. Fewer comments about students by

fellow workers were reported. The comments by parents are favorable almost

without exception. In most cases, the teachers observed positive changes

in skills and attitudes.

COMMENTS ON RESULTS

The objectives of the Home Repair and Improvement Program related to

developing Eind practicing work skills, improving the economic value of

property, and the development of attitudes. Two principal sources of

evaluative data were reports by the teachers and checklists completed by

the teachers on individual participants. A total of ninety-eight boys

completed the program. This number was twice the size of ale number

completing a program planned along similar lines last year.

Based upon the information suppli.ld by teachers, the program may

be considered successful. The boys became more skillful as a result

of classes and practice while working on houses in the community. They

were persistent in reportimg to work on time, and the absence rate was

low. The economic value of property was raised because of the supplies

furnished and the labor performed. Parents and teachers indicated that

positive changes in attitudes took place for many of the boys.
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A multiple approach was utilized in meeting the needs of junior

high school boys during the sunuer. Improvement of skills, practical

experience, involvement in the improvement of their own hones, competent

supervision, and an opportunity to earn money were basic 4ngrDaipnrg in

the approach. It w,as felt that last year's program exerted sir .ficant

influence upon the program participants and their neighbors. The

available evidence points to the same high degree of success this year.

Li
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BUSINESS OCCUPATIONSSUMMER

Senior high school girls fram low-incone families often seek post-

high school placement in clerical-secretarial occupatinng. Whilo mAny

business courses have been provided during the regular achool year,

many girls in low-income areas frequently experience difficulties in

completing these courses and effecting job placement.

There exists a need to establieh a special set of experiences and

opportunities for sophonores and juniors which combine meaningful,

additional practice on specific ekills in typing, shorthand, office

machines, and business arithmetic, with assistance in counseling, personal

grooming, and job interview techniques.

A pilot program for twenty-five students was designed and instituted

in the summer school session at East High School. Thirteen students were

subsequently enrolled.

OBJECTIVES

1. To prepare girls for employment in clerical-secretarial or

distributive occupations and/or to prepare girls to complete

a meaningful sequence of high school courses in their senior

year ending in job placement.

2. To provide assistance and training in personal grooming, charm,

and job interview techniques.

3. To provide counseling and assistance in self-evaluation and

establiehing realistic goale, including knowledge oE job

opportunities and requirements.
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/L. To provide training and additional practice on specific

s'kills in trping, office machines, filing, and businass

arithmetic.

PROCEDURES

Two teachers were employed to conduct the eight week summer

session course. Classes met daily Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m.

to 12:00 noon. Scheduling various types of activities followed a general

form: 8:00 to 8:55, communication skills, grooming, and filing exercises;

9:00 to 9:55, office nmchine skills; 10:05 to 11:00, record keeping and

sales skills; and 11:05 to 12:00, general typing skills. Text books used

in these areas were, respecttvely: Charm; Office Machines Course, 3rd Ed.;

Exploratory Course in Business Training; and Gregg TaRiag I with augg

Test-Kit. Field trips were conducted to the Fourth National Bank and Trust

Company, Cessna Aircraft Company, Kansas Gas and Electric Company, Innes-

Macy (with lunch ta the Innes Tea Roca), Wesley Hospital, Southwestern Bell

Telephone Company, and Aer-O-Line, Inc.

Course content emphasized the improvement of personal appearance and

manners. Exposure to social graces and practice of good grooming techniques

were encouraged by a discussion with a make-up consultant and lunching at

the Innes Tea Room. A section of sales skills was devoted to the "selling"

of one's self, by adherence to accepted etiquette in business situations.

Practice was provided in office machine skills by the use of the 10-key and

full keyboard adding machines and calculators. Although all students had

taken a year of typewriting previously, a period each day was devoted to the
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improvement of typing skills with emphasis on business forms. Electric

typewriters were used. Basic record keeping was included as well as

some basic business mathematics. Successful completion of the course

provided the students with one unit of high school credit in Clerical

Training.

EVALUATION STRATEGY

The Minnesota Clerical Test was given at the beginning of the

course and again at the completion. Non-test data consisted of an

evaluation form--the Individual Pupil Form. This was completed by the

teacher regarding each individual student in the class. A copy of

this form is included in the appendix of this report.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Certain items of information from the Individual PUPil Form are

presented in Table 60. Because of ehe relatively small number of

students involved in this evaluation, they will be listed sequentially,

e.g. student A, student B, etc., with appropriate data following.
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TABLE 60

REPORT OF TEACHERS OF CLERICAL TRAINING CLASS

N = 13

Stu-
'Intl....&it

Years
In

A.......arza School

Classes
Attended
(40 Possible)

Number

Minnes ta Clerical Test Rank In
Typing

Improve- Course
ment Grade*

Pre Post
No. Names No. Names
% % % %

A 16 10 36 55 80 34 56 3rd B

B 16 10 37 5th D

C 17 10 37 13th C

D 17 10 37 2 1 2 1 12th D

E 17 10 31 19 11 10th D

F 16 10 40 5 9 5 40 7th C

G 15 10 38 60 50 85 58 2nd ,
t)

H 16 10 34 1 1 3 1 llth D

I 16 10 29 8 4 44 8 6th WF

J 16 10 38 29 10 93 15 9th C

K 15 10 37 8th C

L 17 11 38 44 51 4th A

ki 19 11 35 1st B

Means 16.3 35.9

Range 29-40

* Note: Many factors, other than those shown in this table, were used
to determine rades.

Mean attendance was nearly thirty-six classes attended or almost ninety

percent. Absences ranged from zero to eleven. Only one student did not

successfully complete the course, primarily because of excessive absences.

Eight students received C or better grades. Gains in percentile ranks for

those who had both pre and post testing ranged from a loss of twenty-four to a

gain of sixty-four points. Only one student showed a loss from pre to posttest.
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Other data compiled from the pupils' form ire preseoted in Tables 61

through 64:

TABLE 61

FUTURE VOCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS AFTER HIGH SCHOOL OF TITLE I
CLERICAL TRAINING STUDENTS AT BEGINNING AND END OF COURSE

N = 13

Vocational Aspiration

Number of Students Selecting Each Response
At Beginning_ At End

Modeling 1 1

College 4 5

Clerical 2

Nursing 2 1

Social work 1 1

Hairdresser or dressmaker 2

IBM 2

No stated choice 3 1*

* Represents student who did not complete course.

The level of aspiration was slightly higher at the end of the course.

One more student planned college, and two who had made no statement at first

made a choice.

TABLE 62

STUDENT PLANS TO ENROLL IN BUSINESS COURSES FOR THE NEXT SCHOOL YEAR

N = 13
Number of Students Sellatinz Each Response

Business Course At Be.ginning At End

Bookkeeping and Typing

Salesmanship

Office Practice and Shorthand

Office Machines

None

* Represents student who did not complete course.

6

1

1

5

8

2

1

1

1*

FJ,
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All students remaining in the course planned to take further business

training as compared with five who had no such plans in the beginning.

eachers rated all students in terms of employability at both the beginnibg

_and, end of the course.

TABLE 63

TEACHER RATINGS OF TITLE I CLERICAL 'TRAINING STUDENTS
IN TERMS *OF EMPLOYABILITY AT BEGINNING AND END OF COURSE

N = 13
Number of Students Receiiiing Each Itating"Beginning of Course End-of Course

_Employability Not Not
Trait Rated Good Acceptable Accevtable Good Acceptable Acceptable

4pearance
:-Knowledge and
. use of cosmetics 1 12

Proper sitting 5 4
and walking

Wardrobe

Hair care

5 6

2 ii
2

10 3

7 6

5

4 9

gocial Graces
Tab le ,.manner s , 1 12 11
introductions , etc .

Ilob Interviewing Not rated No t ra ted

2

A.l .responses
Combined (%) 22 69 9 57 40 3

,With, the ,exception of "wardrobe" which remained constant; there was

lanprovePent in every category. The most improvement vas in knowledge and
-

-pse .of,cosiiietics,. and the use of social .graces.

3
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TABLE 64

TEACHER RATING OF TITLE I CLERICAL TRAINING STUDENTS
REGARDING IMPROVEMENT IN TYPING

N = 13 .1.1.16....6.1.Improvement Number of Students in Each Category

Improved in speed and accuracy 6
Improved in speed but not accuracy 2
Improved in accuracy but not speed 2
Did not improve in speed and accuracy 2
Erratic typist

1

Nearly one-half of the group improved in both speed and accuracy.

Only two students did not make gains in either category. Forty-six

assignments mere made using the electric typewriter. The median number

satisfactorily completed was twenty-three. Nineteen hundred problems

requiring the use of the 10-key or full keyboard adding machines or

calculators mere wrked. A mean of six hundred and seventy problems was

completed correctly. Two hundred and fifty business math exercises were

assigned. A mean of one hundred and forty-six was completed correctly.

There were twenty assignments in salesmanship and record helping skills.

A mean of twenty was completed satisfactorily.

Teachers made comments on some of the individual pupil forms. Some

of these are presented as follows:

"S took her Charm books home every night to study posture
exercises, walking, etc."

"Good ability but absences hurt her grade"

"She has a hard time working. She gives up after one try and
sometimes becomes a discipline problem."
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"Could have been above average in this group if she would have
stayed with it."

"Good production typing"

"Tops in machine and math wore

"A very (riot- mnA wall-wnln,.rd student"

A newspaper article describing the Title I Clerical Training class

appeared in the Wichita Beacon under the dateline of July 17, 1968. Perhaps

one statement in the article sums up the evaluation. "This is a good class

he-Cause of its practical application aspect."

The two teachers of the course made these recommendations:

1. Charge a tuition (possibly part or all of it could be refunded
at the completion of the course). We feel that this is important
to motivate the students to continue to attend class.

2. Suggest that the teachers stress the importance of attendirg
class and be very strict from the first day of attendance and on
afternoon make-up; attendance yas one of our problems.

3. Request that counselors begin earlier in recruiting students for
the program. The enrollment should have been much larger.

4. Contact all high schools that might have eligible itudents and
explain the class to their counselors. Ask that the counselors
keep a reserve list of interested students even after the class
is filled; several of our enrollees did not show up and we could
have used alternates.

5. a. Field trips should be continued and become a budgeted item.
b. Resource people should be brought into the classioam and

should'be a budgeted item.

6. Teach individual differences. Let the teachers choose materials
and course directions as the need arises.

7. Use different texts than used in the regular school,year.

8. Consider using Height's Charm books again...they are excellent
and the girls enjoyed them."
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COMMENTS ON RESULTS

The largest problem encountered in the administration of the Title I

Clerical Training class was the lack of enough students to meet the

proposed enrollment of twenty-five. This seems to have been the result

of poor communications in "getting out the word." For those students who

completed :he course, the objectives appear to have been met. To more

adequately determine if the first objective was wholly met, follow-up

procedures would have to be instituted to determine if students did, in

fact, enroll in further business courses(and it they performed better as

a result of their experience in this course),and if they did, in fact,

pursue a business occupation. Indications from Table 61 do not strongly

indicate such a trend at this time.

Field trips were considered worthwhile since they gave the student

an opportunity to observe other girls in actual job situations and to talk

with them. Firsthand information of this type can be very beneficial.
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PROGRAMS NOT FWALLY EVALUATED
-

ReadinL

Summer school reading was not evaluated except as it related to that

part -hich was included in the Experimental Summer School project, the

evaluation report of which may be found in another section of this report.

The format of summer school reading instruction followed the sane outline

as dint which was conducted in the regular academic year. The academic

year program has been and will continue to be examined critically with

appropriate reports published.

Summer School Scholarships

Scholarships were made available to eligible pupils in grades one

thtcu7,11 twelve to attend summer classes in reading,.arithmetic, music,

arts and crafts, typing, swimming, foreign language, and speech therapy.

Courses were destgned to meet remedial, developmental and enrichment

needs. A total of 1,721 scholarships were available.

'-rroximately seventeen hundred pupils who would enter kindergarten

in Al=st, 1968, were residents in the twenty-four target areas. Many

of ele'le rupils needed the opportunity of Head Start activities but were

from families of slightly higher income than 0E0 guidelines would permit.

A Herr! Start program for approximately five hundred of these pupils was

fund- ' 1-7 Title I. The program stressed health, nutrition, family involve-

ment. r-7.in1. services, psychological services, language development,

cognitive and perceptual skills and general school readiness.
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ESS FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

School Teacher Date

rections: Read each item carefully and mark
the column at the right which best describes
fwour feeling about each statement. Please
Jse a Not 2 mals.L and completely blacken the
orresponding space. A for strongly agree,
a for aeree a little, N for neither aeree or

Ctrongly disagree.

isagree, d for disagree a lttle, D for

e summer school program has caused student
rovement to be shown by:

-11i. improved attitude toward school

. higher educational aspirations
3. higher expectation (by students) of school

success this fall
rgreater motivation for doing school work
greater expressions of creativity

6. more perseverance
117. greater consideration for teachers
OB. greater consideration for students
9. greater desire to share with other students
i . more independence shown in work hablts
11. greater willingness to verbally express

ideas
2 greater pride in doing school work

11 correctly.
. greater desire to listen and follow verbal
directions correctly

fit,. improved school attendance
tj5. better coordination
16. improved reading skills
07. greater desire to make things
QS. increased interest in science (nature)

( 9. more frequent visits to library (to read
and check-out books)
fewer discipline problems

129

21. In its overall effectiveness, the exper-
uimental summer school has been a worth-
while experience for the students.

22. The reduction in class size has contrib.,

-

J

uted positively toward the success of
the summer program.

3. The summer program contained sufficient
time for teacher orientation.

4. The summer program provided well trained
,- (well oriented) teacher aides.

25 The summer program provided sufficient
supplies and facilities (equipment,
classroom, texts, etc.).

26. Compared with "comparable" non-attenders,
the summer school attenders will be more

il

1

ready for academic work this tall.
J

IBM 507

MENTIFICATION NUMBER
3 4 5

2 3 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

,1 3 4 5

PRINTED IN U. S. R.

6 7 8

6 7

6 7 8

6 7 8

6 7 8

6 7 8

6 7 8

6 7 8

6 7 8

1

2

3

4

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40
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27. What were the major strengths or effective aspects of the summer school
prograna

28. What were the major weaknesses or ineffective aspects of the summer
school program?

29. What recommendations would you make for improved inplementations of
the summer school program if it were conducted next summer?

30. Do you think it is better to have summer school in session for two or
four hours? Why?

sk,
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Did you consider the following to be worthwhile:

31. breakfast? Why?

32. mid-morning snack? Why?

33. field trips? Why?

34, over-night camping? Why?

Incentive activities and classes (science, physical education, arts and crafts,
field-trips, camping, and breakfast) were conducted parallel with the reading
classes to promote better attendance which in turn, would hopefully promote a
gain in reading skills.

35. Do you feel that the incentive classes and activities achieved their goal
.of promoting better school attendance? Why?

36. In your opinion would the attendance have been as good if only reading
classes, (no incentive classes or activities) had been offered? Why?

37. List any incentive activities and/or classes that you feel were effective
in promoting better attendance. (List most effective first, next mOseeffective
second, etc. Write none if none were effective).

nOf - ...h...
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38. List any incentive activities and/or classes that you feel were ineffective
in promoting better attendance. (List most ineffective first, next most ineffeci
second, etc. Write none if none were ineffective).

39. If you could make the decision again would you teach in the experimental
summer school? Why?



ESS PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Isms of Parent Address Phone

Name of Child

rections 1,21 &atm The columns at the
ght are headed: V for Very Helpful; 8 for
me Help,.L for Little Help, II for No 'slap

d H for Harmful, Read each question (1-19)
refully and decide which one of these
ewers best tells how you'feel. Across fro*
red number that matches the number of the

potion you are, answering completeiy.darksn
s space between the dotted lines in the
Lumn under the letter that represents your
e wer.

IBM 507
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
0 2 3 A 5 6 7 a

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8^
0 2 3 4 5 6 1 8

0 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.

0 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8

1

2 -----

3

4
5 .

6

9

9
.-

9

Lte in your answers to questions 20-25 la 7---

a space provided.

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

19

20

21

23

24
25

26

27
28

29---

30

31

32

33

How much has the experimental ummer school
prOgramitelped your child to:

.1. improve his or her reading ikills?
,2. enjoy readingl
,3. read Aore piton at home?
4. express a greater interest in science

or nature itudy?
5. enjoy making things?
6. enjoy outdoor playActivities?
7. 'enjoy breakfast?

8. enjoy attending school?
9. show iMProvenant ix his sdhool work?

10. make frienda?
11. share with others?
12. goi. along better with his famit17?

13. express hisisell better when he talks?
14. follow erections better?
15. work And play. independently?
16.'preitici'couttesy (good manners) at hoes?
17. spena his summer in a more worthWhile
140.have fever discipline problems at home
19. have fewer discipline problens at school?

34

35 -----

36

37

38

,

1



B. Parent's views:
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20. Do you prefer that your child attend a summer school that lasts two hours
each day, or a summer school that lasts four hours each day? Why?

21. If you could lake your decision again, would you enroll your child in the
experimental summer school?

22. Is there airy part of the summer school program that yoU would like to change

23. Which part of the summer program did you like best?

24. Did the summer school produce any change ia your child's attendance? Explain

25. What did you think about the small number of students that were placed in
each class this summer?



B
NON-ESS STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

=oapmvaW/somma..roamaimmwvaaaserewordraumar.o.,..ea.mse.,
Name School Date

jrections for VArking: The columns at the
.rieht are headed: V for Very Helpful, S for
'--ome Help, L for Little Help, N for No Help
d H for Harmful. Read each question (1-19)

catgfully and decide which one of these
sweres best tells how you feel. Across from
e red nuMber that matches the number of the

estion you are answering completely darken
the space between the dotted lines in the

[1

lusn under the letter that represents your
swer. Write in your answers to questions

(20-25) in the space provided.

ci H.ow much has this sdnimer school helped

you to:

1. improve your school attendance
(absent-less)?

2. improve.your school tardies (tardy less)?
3. enjoy attending school More?
4. have a better attitude toward sdhool and

education?
5:.have a better attitude toward teachers?
6. mant:toAearn more?
7. want to do your school wofk correctly?
8. went to do better in school next year?
9. follow directions better?

(..,10. express your ideas better?
11. have more courage to answer questions

in front of the class?
12. improve your reading?
13. enjoy reading more?
:}14. read more at home?

15. have more frienas?
16. get along better with other students?
17. have fewer discipline problems at school?
18:. have fewer discipline problems at home?

19. spend your summer in a more worthwhile
way by attending summer sdhool?

r*,,
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

PR1NTF:D 14 U. S. A.

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29.
30
31

32
38
34
35
36
37
38

=tr.=
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Student's Viewc:

20. Do you think it is better for summer school to last 4 hours (842) or 2 hours (840)?

(10-12)?
Why?

21. Is there any part of the summer school program that you would like to change? (Name the

part or write Tions).

Uhy?

22. Did the science class, physical education class, arts and'crafts class, field trips,

over-night camping, or breakfast cause you to attend summer school more?

If answer is yes, list activity (ies) or class (es) that caused you to attend.

23. Did you enjoy having a small number of students in your classes as you did this summer?

Why?

24.-Did you take any classes.other than reading this summer?

If answer is yes, list the classes that you took.

25. If you could make the decision again, would you attend this summer school?

Why?

Ilota 1111.111.,0111LIN.10011110411114.[ 6.1111111117.17TIT.

IONNIMINIOM



ESS STUIVENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name Schooi---- Date

1

Djections for Marking: The columns at the
right are headed: '.fcr Very Helpful, S for
S ne Help, L. for Little Help, N for No Help
a H for Harmful. Read each question (1-25)

c efuliy and decide which one of these
answers best tells how you feel. Across from

ti red numer tnat matches the number of th6

qUstion you are answering completely darken
the space between the dotted lines in the
c -uun under the letter that represents your

{-
wer. Wite in your answers to questions

o-36) in Phe space provided.
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

PRINTED IN U. s. A.

0 2 3 4 5

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 0

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 .

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 b

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

How much has this summer seaool helped you to:

1. improve your school attendance(absent less)?

2. improve your school tardies (tardy less)?
3. enjoy attending school more?
4. have a better attitude toward school and

'education?

have a better attitude toward teachers?
went to learn more?

7. want to do your school work correctly?

F.,

:: want to do better in school next year?
follow directions bettec?

10. express your ideas better?
11. have more courage to answer questions

in front Of the class?
12. improve your reading?
13. enjoy reading more?
[114. read more at home?

15. have a greater interest in science and

nature?
1116. enjoy arts and crafts?
LJ17. enjoy Physical education?
18. enjoy breakfast?
19, enjoy science?
20. enjoy over-night camping?
21. have more friends?
22. get along better with other students.

23. have fewer discipline problems at school?

24. have fewer dip1ine problems at houe?

25. spend your summer in a more worthwhile

0
way by attending summer School?

[6.

Li

LI

I ir g L k
l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 r.3

10
11

12
13

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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B: Student's Views:

26. Dc you think it is better for summer school to last 4 hours (8-12) or 2 hours (8-10)?

Why?

27, Was breakfast worth the effort of coming to school earlier?

Why?

1
se C J2 . Ay. X-7.0,11.011.1...in

28. What summer school class or activity did you like best? (List class or activity. Write

none if you did not like any activity).

29. What summer school class or activity did you like least? (List class or activity. Writ

none if you did not dislike any acti-/ity).

30. Is there any part of the summer school program that you wvuld like co change? (Name the.
A

part or write none).

Why?

31. Did you think the over-night camp was worthwhile?

Why?
.110.+11.....,111.17MWM!.=01

111111. ,......111-

32. Did you think the field trips were worthwhile7

Why?

1411..11.01.1,

.111101

...

31, Would you have attended summer school as much if only reading classes had been offered

.1.010114,11.111011101ello

*-low
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34. Did the science class, physical education class, arts and crafts class, field trips,
over-night camping, or breakfast cause you to attend summer scho.A. more?

139

Ii

If answer is yes, list activity (ies) or class (es) that caused you to attend.

3. Did you enjoy . aving a small number of students in your classes as you did this summer?

Why?

n. If you co-ild make trc 4E-ision again, would you attend this summer school?

Why?
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INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION OF ME TITLE I ACTIVITIES
FOR NEGLECTED AND DELINQUENT CHILDREN SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

Institution Teacher

In addition to the detailed information Chat you are submitting for individual pupils,

would you please complete the following form. Be as brief as you can without loss of

completeness. If the answer to a question is already included in the other material

which you are submitting, you may wish to refer us to that material rather than re-

peat the answer.

I. Describe briefly:
a. The structure and content of your program or activities.

*

b. Any other information that you feel is descriptive of your part in the

Title I Neglected or Delinquent Children Sumner School Program.
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Please cite any procedures which you found to be particularly effective
in changing behavior and/or achievement of delinquent or neglected children.
Include ways in which material and special activities were utilized. Include L.
features of your program which you consider to be innovative.

1111

,.rm..,.....M....411=n
3. iihat equipment acdfor material purChased with Title I funds.were especially

helpful to your effort in the program?

4.1.1111.1110..01,.111111*

4. What wer thk,_ 7;:ajcr problems encountered in this summer program?

.1111100. tIIIMII.o.w.:11Iwwarm

411101111111101111.11011111111.11111...1110
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5. Suggested solutions to problems listed in item 4.

MINION111

6. What do you consider to be major advantages of this summer school program?

7. Please make any additonal comments that you wish regarding your program or
the evaluation.

/11NMINwil...

11

MMONIIIMMEEM,
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SUBJECT TEACHER INSTITUTION

STUDENT NAME AGE SEX GRADE
.........-- ......Nimip..11.1,1ya. AD.

DATE ENTERED DATE LEFT NUMBER OF SESSIONS ATTENDED

(READING TEACHER ONLY)

APPROXIMATE READING GRADE LEVEL:

ENTERING LEAVING

ANECDOTAL RECORDS: (SEE SEPARATE BULLETIN)

1ST WEEK - JUNE 10-14

2ND WEEX - JUNE 17-21

ACHIEVEMENT WHILE IN PROGRAM:

NOT SLIGHTLY GREATLY

IMPROVED IMPROVED IMPROVED



3RD WEEK - JUNE 24-28

4TH WYZIK - JULY 1-5

5TH ,WEEK - JULY 8-12

6T11 WEEK - JULY 15-19

7TH WEEK - JULY 22-26

8TE WEEK JUL1 29 - AUG. 2

14.4
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INTERVIEW FORM

for
INSTITUTIONAL SUPERVISORS

NEGLECTED OR DELINQUENT CHILDREN SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM, TITLE I

I. Would you say the corrective reading program has been of value to
the (boys, girls)?

General comments:

Specific examples:

Have the (boys, girls) displayed interest in reading outside
school hours?

Problems encountered:

II. Would you say the physical education/recreation program has been
of value to the (children, boys, girls)?

General comments:

Specific examples:

Problems encountered:

III. Would you say the arts and crafts program has been of value to
the (children, boys, girls)?

General comments:

Specific examples:

What w uld you say has been the effect of the arts and crafts
program on the ability of the (children, boys, girls) to express
themselves?
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Do the (children, boys, girls) appear to be satisfied with the things
they have produced?

Problems encountered:

IV. Would you say the music progrnm hns benn of vnilln to th,m ch4lArg.h?

General comments:

Specific raamples:

What has been the effect of the music program on the children's
ability to enjoy music?

What has been the effect of the music program on the children's
ability to perform musically?

Problems encountered:

Would you say the business education program: been of value to
the girls?

General comments:

Specific examples:

Problems encountered:

VI. Would you say the homemaking program has been of value to the girls?

General comments:

Specific examples:

Problems encountered:



1
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VII. Would you say the industrial arts program has been of value to the
boys?

General comments:

Specific examples:

Problems encountered:

VIII. Would you-say the counseling program has been of value to the
(boys, girls)?

General comments:

Specific examples: .

Problems encountered:

IX. What do you think is the general reaction of the (children, boys,
girls) to the summer school program?

X. Can you recall any human interest incidents which have occurred as a
result of the summer school program?

XI. What parts of the program should be repeated next summer?

What parts should be deleted?

What suggestions would you have for other changes?
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2

XII. Can you name two or three factors which you feel contributed most
to the success of the program?

Can you name two or three factors which you feel contributed least
- to the success of the program?

XIII. Do you feel that this summer school program meets some of the most
pmessing needs of this institution?

If not, what programs do you think would.be of greater value?

XIV. How much were you or other institutional representatives involved
in the planning of this summer program?

XV. Do you have any comments about the program which haven't been
covered by the foregoing questions?

t:
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Post-Kindergarten Evaluation Sheet

School No. of Pupils Enrolled

Cla s Proress **

11E111 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

MIPuEil:A4cated

11111111 Creative icture interpretation

stories

Literature a preciation

111111

Practice with meaningful

122,212erns

Buildin vocabulary

1111

ITmproved articulation and enunciation

I I

A4ceptance Jf self;
establishing self-worth

IBuilding meaningful social relationships

I

Acceptance of errors;
openness to experience

I

Non-verbal expression
(art, rh chm. ecc.)
Sharpened visual and auditory
idiscriminacion

i

al I

,

Likenesses and differences in
+visual and oral media I

,

t

Mathematical concepts of size,
Position, time

. Successful learner behavior
Observation skills--generalization
about environment

Physical coordination
,

Bod development and exercise

IIIIHealth

Nutritional program ..---4
habits, body care

.

*KEY IcnKEY

1 - Highly Appropriate Number of pupils making progress
2 - Appropriate 1 - 0-4 pupils
3 - Relatively Inappropriate 2 - 5-7 pupils
4 - Highly Inappropriate 3 - 8-12 pupils

4 - 13 or more pupils
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1. Haw much value do you feel the teacher aide has been to the Post-Kindergarten program?

Moderate Little None Did not have'an aide

2. Indicate in what ways die aide was helpful or why the aide was of no help.

.... . . .....,.Daor...,.IC.....%
3. Haw much value do you feel the help that you received from the Post-Kindergarten

coordinator has been to the program?

Hz-Aerate Little None Detrimental

V

Indicate in ri-at ways the coordinator helped you or attempted to help you.

5. What do you feel is the optimum length of time per day for the summer Post-Kindergarte
program? 2 hnurs 3 flours 4 hours hours

6. Htw long did your PostKindergarten pupils attend class per day this summer.?
2 .hours k hours hoursINWM 11

7. Did you teach in the tree hour per day Post-Kindergarten vrogram'last summer?
Yes Po

8. Did your pupils receive sone type of food or refreshment daily as a part of the Post-
Kindergartnn prcgram tF summer? Yes 'No If "yes", What?

9. Haw much value do you feel that sone type of food or refreshment provided daily is to
,fhe Post-Kindergarten pr'rtgram?

Hitch Moderate None Don' t Know

fleasoalso0".41

WW
.0 Wamw...... ..W* ro
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School Grade Age

rr C,Aripleted By
Date Form Completed

CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATION OF THE TITLE I FORWARD
BOUND PROGRAM FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS

'CLAIPTION ALLILLARITA
YES NC

I. Activities leading to the worthy use of leisure time

a. Participation with soue proficiency in at least 3 outdoor sports
b. Completion of at least 3 cabin activities
c. Participation in at least.one evening program
d. Demonstration of ability to use time wisely without coercion

2. Experiences promoting citizenship development

a. Planning cooperatively for outdoor and cabin activities
b. Participation in coeducational activities
c. Participation in flag ceremonies
d. Attendance at religious activities according to personal preference
e. Display of respect for camp leaders
f. Following camp regulations
g. Assuming responsibility for awn conduct

3. Habits leading to health improvement

a. Daily attention to proper grooming of hair, teeth, hands, & body
b. Keeping cabin and camp area neat, clean, and free of refuse
c. Practice of safety particularly with water activities & camp fires
d. Eating adequate balanced diet
e. Refraining fram wasting food
f. Reporting accidents promptly for treatment
g. Practice of regular exercise
h. Getting adequate rest
I. Demonstration of pride and concern about personal health

[l ANECDOTAL INFORMATION (OPTIONAL)

r^-1

1IMIM

0111101

=1=1=IM

111.11111

aomme

Please comment'briefly on the pupil's progress (or lack of progress), probleus experi-
enced (if any), evidences of change in attitude, etc. Use back of form, if needed.

9t6011VANIIIMONMINNOMmcovauvorm.....na
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STUDENT PERSON COMPLETING FORM

SCHOOL DATE FORM COMPLETED

clam AGE pAcE

CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATION OF THE TITLE I
HOME IMPROVEMENT AND REPAIR PROGRAM

Description of Knowledges and Skills Extent of Understanding
Little

or Ability
Moderate MuchNone

1.
,

Knows how to plan and estimate a
repair job.

2. Understands the use of hand tools.

3. Understands sequence of procedures in
painting (scraping, priming, painting,
cleanu..

4. Understands sequence of procedures in
general repair work.

Description of Performance Co..letio
Yes No

1. Developed a plan for repair, improvement and care of
house and ard.

2. Estimated and computed the labor cost of house improvement.

3. Estimated and computed the material costs of house improvement.

4. Used and properly cared for paint brushes.

5. Has used hand tools in maintenance and repair work.
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Survey of Attitudes

Toward Own House At Beginning of Program At End of Program
Good Indifferent Poor Good Indifferent Poor

As observed by the
teacher

At'indicated by parent
in interview
ther. If any,
lease list.

--TOward'Work - At Beginning of Program At End ofTrogram
Good !Indifferent] Poor Good ndifferent Poor

As observed by the
teacher
As indicated by parent
in interview
Other. 'If any,

please list.

Toward Self At Beginning of Pro:ram At End of Pro:ram
Good Indifferent PoorGood Indifferent Poor

As observed by the
teacher
As indicated by parent
in interview
Other. If any,
'lease list.

Toward Others AtBeimli.--.-------g--...a.Pi------gIofEroral

Good Indifferent

At End of Proulam
PoorPoor Good Indifferent

As observed by the
teacher
As indicated by parent
in interview
Other. If any,
please list

.
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Aeadance Information

tidance7 cizrer ,f 11);,,i;; Prrstnt Number of Days Absert

Nbrir cf Dey5- Tardy

lienr

made by the ±olicAng:

Anecdotal Intormation

.--ow Workers

1;,..ients

1111101,..-.

;-her's zomrenti.; cr .7,bse;-vaticrs:

amonimm ....

Im....0.1111=m011
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Name

Number of Sessions Attend0

Teacher's comments (if any) about attendance:

Business OccupationsSummer
Individual Pupil Form

Grade Next Year Age
lown

Plans after high school as indicated at:

the beginning of the courie.

the end of the course.

11,
Is

List business classes that pupil plans to take next year as indicated at:

the beginning.of the course.

AMIC

the end of the course.

iNOMMIN.MIle

ol=1111.11111111

Vimffu~1INNOINIONNINMINSINNINIIIINIIIIIMINIIIIM

Field trips participated in (list by number .from outline).

INIMINMIPM101 AM11110.10.111.

-Pupil's comments or reactions to any (or all) of the above field trips (optionsl).

"....18.....1.:1110ftWftiONIIW

Work experience,(if any).

AIMINIMININIMIMIIIMM=MMISION AmNinlawlimv.
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Minnesota Clerical Test

..._,..22amita,..sLthe Course 1

Raw Score ' Percentile,Rank--
End of the Course

'Raw Score Percentile Rank
. .............._

L______________

;
A s t. 44'

Make the following ratings in terms of employabilityt

Appearance

Ict19X1P9iSq
of Cosmetics

Proper Sitting
and Walking

Wardrobe
.-.....^'' , A., -

Hair Care
Soc..ial-Graces--(Table-man.---

ners, introductions, etc)

Job Interviewing

.'remr.c.cA ay..* istam.c.um +sr Avemes rwawea.aacsehrViet, .ES.,^merAmwmw+..,corramaker.w.....a urnalw..*

Be
gpod,_

inninKof thg
Acceptable-

Course
,'Gocid

End of the Course
0.-

Acctptali,le V.Nd&

Acce
.NOt l'"

Accestable

, L._
..:-.1.

..._ _

....,..................:...._
.,

. .

... ... ....

Salesmaaship-and. Record Keeping Skills

Number-of-lessons satisfactorily completed

Teacher-.made, teste- Vol Right-

ó. Pbssible

Alptlabetie-Filring-

Ntigtri44i'6sidis'afatoiiy'cOmpleee

,/ A, *

Teacher-made-t eats-- - .No-. Right

-Coesme...c ,,,,, , vA

,. w`e

-No. Possible

.41.1030.1.1.1... 0, A Inow 0., eorn e, a.

5

Illialli
--

0

c s
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nOffice Machines (Ten Key, Full Bank, Rotary, Key Driven)

Number of Problems correctly completed

muo.Lucob naLu exert:16es: Number correct

0 Us ing Electric Typewriter

4.] Speed (gross wpm)

.,

Accuracy (errors per min.)

Number possible

Be:innin: of the Course End of the Course

Number of production exercises satisfactorily completed

Any Other Comments:

1

1111111111.
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OUTDOOR EDUCATIONSCIENCE
Summer School 1968

Outdoor education provides the opportunity to take boys and girls beyond
the four walls of the classroom. This new environment enables the educa-
tional experience to become as real as the wrld itself. Could there be
a better way to help Children develop an understanding of "man's role in
harmonious living with nature?"

I. Objectives

A. Help each child

1. To develop an awareness of his natural environment

2. To increase his skills of observation
3. To improve his ability to classify objects accordiag to

common characteristics
4. To develop an inquiring attitude toward natural phenomena

II. Procedures

A. The uajor emphasis of this program is on personal involvement,
a confrontation with, the realities of the moment. The variety
of activities is almost liudtless. The areas of interest might
include bird study, insect classification, interdependencies,
plant identification, weather, magnets, or physical and chemical

changes.

The prOgram concentration is on experiences available on the
school grounds or in the iunediate area. Longer field trips may
be used as a spring board to develop other aspects of the.curri-

culum. Creative writing, reading, music and art projects can
all be developed around the science theme of the second grade

summer school program.

B. Suggested daily lesson plan

8:00 - 8:15 a.m. Opening

8:15 - 9:00 a.m. Outdoor Experience

9:00 - 9:15 a.m. Recess-restroom

9:15 - 10:00 a.m. Language Arts Activities
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C. Activities for outdoor experiences

1. Suggested field trip experiences

a. Walk in the neighborhood to observe:

Kinds of trees
Kinds of flowers
Kinds of birds
Kinds of animals (baby animals?)

b. Concentrate on use of the senses:

Sounds heard
Touching various objects
Smells identified
Different tasts (indoor activity)

c. Take a walk in the neighborhood to identify geometric shapes:

Squares
Rectangles
Triangles
Circles

d. Go for a walk to identify animals in your own backyard:

Grasshopper Praying mantis

Etagonfly Ant

Snail Wasp

Ladybug Minute animals

e. Visit homes where there are:

Vegetable gardens
Flower gardens

f. Visit a food market:

Vegetables (classify according to shape, color, size)

Fruit

g. Visit the zoo

h. Visit a place where fossils can be found:

'Museum Rnck and Mineral Club
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i. Visit places where freshwater ponds or streams are located:

Plant.life

Reeds
Waterlilies
Cattails
Marsh grasses
Trees

Animal life

Squirrels
Crickets
Toads

Shrubs
Ferns
Mosses
Mshrooms

Frogs
Turtles
Water snakes

J. Identify matter--alive, not alive

2. Suggested areas of concentration

a. Animals

Ways they differ
Ways they arc:Alike
Classification by:

Size
Covering
Legs

Kinds of birds
Insect metamorphosis

Frogs
Caterpillars
Grasshoppers

Animal-plant cycles
Food cycles

Terrarium

Wormery

Animals signs
Homes
Tunnels
Tracks

Insects--classify
Size
Color

Locomotion
Cold blood-warm blood
Lung breathers-skin breathers

Flies
Mosquitos
Bees
Ants

Stripped trees or shrubs
Diggings
Droppings (scat)
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Feeding and caring for animals
Salamanders Fish
Angleworms Frogs

Listen to bird calls
Identify any?

b. Learning about plants

What plants need

Uses

Classification
Fruits
Vegetables

Ways of starting new plants
Growing seeds
Keeping records

Ways seeds are scattered

Moisture loss from plants

The age of a tree (if a tree stump is available)

c. Explaining earth science

Rocks - classify different ways

Size Texture
Color Changes in rocks
Shape Soft-hard
Kind

Soil - classify
Kinds
Texture
Color

The measuring water loss from soil
Evaporation (after rain)

D. Language arts experiences

1. Write a group chart story following a walk in the neighborhood.

2. Develop a list of items observed during a walk. Use this list
to classify items according to various characteristics.
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3. Keep a diary of daily events.

4. Write indkvi,lual stories about an outdoor activity. Combine
into a classroom book.

5. Write poems about some aspects of your class work. Illustrate.

6. Print a newspaper for your class with each child contributing
an article.

7. Select words comonly used in your -class and learn to spell
them.

8. Write letters to parents telling about classroom activities.

9. Write irnaginative stories about animal life.

10. Write thank-you letters whenever appropriate.

11. Do role playing.

12. Read or share library books.

13. View and discuss films and filmstrips.


